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VOTE FOR NEW SCA OEFI CERS: :
Ballots listing nominees for 1980-81
offices in the Society for California
Archaeology have been seen to all members.
A list of b1ographic sketches and platform
statements accompanied the ballot. and
will not be repeated here.

•

President, nominees are Charles Bull (RECOH);
Georgia Lee (UCSB, Mission College); Ronald
May (County of San Diego); and David Whitley
(Ancient Enterprises).
For Secretary, nominees are David Hanna
(RECON); Jack Prichett (Ancient Enterprises);
Jane Rosenthal (CSU,LB); and Mark Sutton
(BLI-', Barstow).

The prov i s i on al Code of Eth i ca 1
Guidelines adopted by the SCA Executive
Committee on Nov. 18, 1978, is al so to be
voted on by the membership, for approval
or denial of approval. Results of the
election and Ethics vote will be
announced at the Society's Annual Business
Meeting at Redding on April 4, 1980.
**All members are particularly strongly
urged to vote in this election.**Too often
a relatively small number of ballots is
returned, and thus a fairly small proportion of members actually chooses the
leaders for the following year. Consider
the contributions of the nominees to
irchaeology and the conservation of
cultural resources; consider their
contributions to the SCA in past and
present times (past membership is
listed in the Dec. 1979 and Jan. 1979
issues). And get your ballot in with your
signature on the outside of the envelope
and dues for 1980 i f not yet paid for
the year. (Listing for 1979 membership
is not enough to have your ballot
counted as a valid 1980 voting member).

Nominees for President-Elect are
C.W.Clewlow, Jr. (Ancient Enterprises);
Christopher Corson (BLr.t, Susanville); and
Russell Kaldenber~ (BLr.t, Riverside). For
Vice-President, Northern California:
Jeffery Bin9ham (State Historic Preserva
tion Office); Valerie Levulett (UC. Davis)
and Allen Pastron (Univ. Santa Clara and
Ancient Enterprises).
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-- EXTPA EVENTS:

SCA ANNUAL MEETING, REDDING
Apri 1 3-5, 1980
Olson Petroglyph Tours Native American Symposium -

More than BO papers - Cocktail
Party - Employment Table Excellent Keynote Speaker -

GET READY: RESERVE /\ ,PLACE: SEE Ynl' TP.ERE:

GENERAL

INFORMATim~,

TF.JITATI VE srnrnuLE, ANf.lL'ft.L

ANNUAL f"lEETING

rEETI~lr:

Red Lion Motor Inn, redding
April 3-5, 19A'l

Redding and Chico area members of the
Annual Meeting Committee have scheduled a
number of interesting events and activities
for the SCA Annual Meeting to begin on
Thursday, April 3rd, 1980, and last until
Saturday noon, April 5th. They have
been particularly thoughtful in getting
together the information and aids that
SCA members will find most helpful--a
map (see next page), motel and transportation information, reservation cards and
pre-registration form (see sheet stapled
with Newsletter), and at the meeting
itself, an employment board and table
for conferring, bulletin board for
messages, and a table will also be
available for setting out books and
publications for distribution ana sale.

Thursday, J\pril 3
8-5 p.m.
9-10 a.m.
10-12 noon
12-2 o.m.
2 -11: 3 (1

5-7 p.m.
9-11 p.m.

Registration
Clearinghouse Coordinators ~eeting
Papers & Sy~posia
Lunch
Papers & Symposia
~'a-host Cocktail Party
Executive Comir.ittee ~eeting
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Friday, P.pril 4
8-10 a.m.

9-12 noon
12-2 p.m.
2-4:30

Transportation to Redding can take
the form of bus, Amtrak, or plane (West
Air, Hughes Air West, or Gold Pacific),
as well as driving/carpooling for some.
Get your reservations now! Don Miller
of Redding has sent schedules showing
West Air flies to Redding from Los
Angeles (LAX), San Francisco, Sacramento,
and Santa Rosa. For reservations, call
from L.A. (707) 542-2812, or elsewhere,
(800) 862-4660. Check with your airport.

6-8 p.m.
8-10 p.m.

Registration
Papers & Symposia
Lunch
Papers ~ Symposia
Tour of Olson Petroglyph Site
Buffet ninner; r.R.Harrinaton Award
Keynote Address
General Business Meeting

S a t u r a ay , Ap r i l 5
9-12 noon

Native American Symposium

Keith Johnson, Program Chairman, who
prepared the Tentative Schedule above, reports
that as of Feb. 22 he had received information
on 84 papers to be given during the sessions.
Several of these were on Lithic Analysis, an·a
several on Native American Consultation. The
symposia already scheduled include one on
Railroads (organized by National Forest personnel); "Socio-Fcological /1.spects of Calif.
P.rchaeology and rthnohistory" (llCD); "Pooling
Our Resources--A neeper Look at Vernal Pools"
(Archaeological Resource Services, Sonoma
State); "CRM--Problems and Proaress in Southern
California (S. Calif. BLM); "Archaeological
Investigations of the Golden Eagle Hotel, Old
Sacramento," and "Recent Archaeoloaical Studies
in N.W. Calif." (both Sonoma State); "History
of the SCA (Clark Brott & others); Native
American Symposium (Nati.ve American speakers);
"Archaeology of Tecolote Canyon (UCSB); Rock
Art and Historic Archaeology sessions will
also be included.

For motel information, see the
accompanying sheet listing 7 motels
within walking distance of the Red Lion,
where all sessions will be held. There
are more than 30 motels available in
Redding, so accommodations should be no
probleir.. Campgrounds are numerous
around Shasta Lake, and camping along
the shoreline is allowed.
Pre-registration for the Annual
Meeting is desirable, from both ·an
economical and planning standpoint.
Prereg. costs are $7.50 for regular
members, $4.00 for students and
spouses, and $10.00 for non-members.
Registration at the meetings will
be $10.00, as has been customary for
both non-members and members, with
the $4.00 cost to students and spouses
remaining the same. Clip the attached
form and mail with your fee to Ed Clewett,
Department of Anthropology, Shasta
College, P.O. Box 6066, Redding CA 96099.
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What else is

n01V?•

What is new in this issue of the SCA
News 1 etter is what editors pas c and present
have been alternately asking, crying and
yelling for for years:
LOTS of MEWS!! (Some
came in in flecember and was edged out by the
Membership list.) But response has been super,
to whatever it is you have responded to! Let's
keep the t!ews coming in--particularly on
current work and issues. If anyone would like
to be a Peg1onal or J'..ssociate Fditor (despite
•
what the list on oage 35 says), please droo a
line to the Fditor (see address paoe 35) and
ioin with our other welcome contributors. Thanks!!

Next News Deadline
APRIL 20
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KISTO.RIC LOGGING RAILROAD SY MP OSI UM

March 17-18

Historic Logging Railroad
Symposium, Sacramento

April

Society for California
Archaeology, Redding.

3-8

Apri 1 10-12

Southwestern Anthropological
Association, San Diego.
Royal Quality Inn, 4875
North Harbor Drive.

April 18-20

California Folklore Society,
Univ. of Calif., Berkeley.

April 19-20

Great Basin Foundation for
Archaeological Research,
19 80 Reg i on a 1 Kn a p - i n .
(Contact Susan Schroeder,
1704 Catron Ct., SE,
Albuquerque, NM 87123
(Phone: (505) 2g8-1030).
Held at Little Lake, CA.

May 3-4

The State Office of Historic Preservation
is presenting a two-day symposium on ~isto:ic
logging railroad systems. '.he s~mpo~1um will
be a public forum for the dissemination of
knowledge and resolution of common problems.
Discussions will include historic research
survey technique and methodology, recognition
of material associated with historic railroads,
evaluation of significance, Section 106 of the
National Historic Preservation Act of 1966
compliance, possible mitigation meas~res, and
sharing of ideas regarding conservation and
preservation of California's historic logging
systems.
Program participants will include re~re
s eh t-ative s from-tlie- St ate -Off i ce--ci-f His tori c
Preservation, Ca.lifornia Railroad Museum,
Department of Parks and Recreation, National
Park Service, and Cal trans. Interested
individuals are invited.

19th Century Sacramento: A
Cultural View. Symposium
at Eagle Theater, Old
Sacramento (see article).

SACRAMENTO HISTORY AND HISTORICAL ARCHAEOLOGY
A two-day symposium is bei~g pl~nned for
May 3-4, 1980, at the Eagle Theater, Old
Sacramento, by David Abrams (Cosumnes River
College), Jim Henley (Sacramento History
Center), and Peter Schulz (Department of Parks
and Recreation, Cultural Heritage Division).
One day will be devoted to professional
interests: Sources, resources and their use;
Consumers; Research results; Synthesis. A
second day will be devoted to the presentation
of similar material in a format attractive to
students of history and archaeology and to the
general public; this will include songs,
dances, foods, and personal readings characteristic of the period.
Participants are invited for the symposium,
19th Century Sacramento: A Cultural View.
Contact Jim Henley, Peter Schulz, or write to
David Abrams, Cosumnes River College, 8401
Center Parkway, Sacramento, CA 95823, or
phone (916) 421-1000, extension 359.
DAVID ABRAMS

WI
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LUNG WORKER

This conference, offered free of charge,
will be held on March 17-18, 1980, from 9:00
A.M. to 5:00 P.M. each day. The first day's
activities will be held in the AuditoriQm of
the State Resources Building at 1416 Ninth
St. and the second day's activities will be
held in the Historic Big Four Building, 111
"I" St., Old Sacramento. For further
information, please contact Henry Bass of
the State Office of Historic Preservation at
(916) 322-8702.

NATIONAL REG.ISTER FEBRUARY

NO~INATIONS

The State Historic Resources Commission
met in a special session on February 7, 1980,
in Locke, CA. Constructed between 1912 and
1930, Locke is the only rural Chinese community
to survive into the second half of the twentieth
century. The historic Chinese settlement had
been 1 isted on the National Register in 1971 as
a Historic District. However, recent development plans for the town revealed that only Main
Street and its structures had been included
within the District Boundaries. These boundaries were expanded at the Tuesday meeting to
coincide with those of the original historic
town,including remaining standing structures,
empty house' lots, and the communal gardens.
The historic period archaeological remains
contained within the District boundaries are
included in the statement of signifj,cance, and
are part of the nomination. The District was
nominated at the National level of significance.

•

Two other archaeological sites were forwarded to Washington: 4-SL0-834, a small
village site near Atascadero, and 4-SL0-187,
the well-preserved Van Gordon Road site. Both
nomiriations were submitted by Bob Gibson.

An addition to the list of "Willing
Workers" previously published in various
issues of the Newsletter is Jean Elsasser
(no rel at ion!), recently arrived in San
Francisco f.rom studies in MeKico City.
Her address, for work as a crew member,
i s 2 13 1 Tay 1o r St. , #3 , San F ran c i s co , CA
9 41 3 3 . Phone ( 415 ) 771- 9 5 9 1. We 1 co me to
California, Jean!

JULIA G. COSTELLO
2/19/80
State Historic Resources
Commissioner.
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SUCCESSFUL EFFORTS TO STOP CUYAMl\CA BURNS

•

The lawsuit against the California Department of Parks and Recreation to force an EIR
on a proposed pl an to burn the Cuyamaca State
Park appears to have been won before the case
appeared in court. The Deputy Attorney
General called ARMS and SCA Attorney Dr.
Daniel Whitney and offered to throw in the
towel on the February 6, 1980, hearing before
Superior Court Justice Elizabeth Zumwalt. The
burning was recommended by a consultant from
the University of California, Davis. to offset
the effects of many years of fire control.
which is said to "unbalance" the ecology.
Mr. John Rieger, a San Diego biologist
and environmentalist, ret:ai11_ed _Dr_. h'hLtn_~y
_
fo--s-ue -file S-fate to farce regul ati ans to control the burn in the interest of protecting
$ensitive species and habitats. Rieger
requested that ARMS join him in the suit,
since archaeological resources might also
have been damaged. Following a telephone
poll, the ARMS Executive Board raised $130
by passing the hat and pledged another $120.
Later, the Society for California Archaeology
joined and added $100. The San Diego County
Archaeological Society voted to join in
principle and added another $100 to the war
chest. Dr. Whitney offered to do the suit
for a "bar~ain basement" price of $500.

•

The Attorney General offered to halt
any plans to burn for one year, direct the
State to prepare an EIR, and will submit a
legal document to the Superior Court stipulating an agreement to comply with the
agreement. The Attorney General requested
that the plaintiffs not sue to recover court
costs. Dr. Whitney is negotiating for an
EIR on the proposed burn at Big Pine State
Park in Big Sur and a pre-EIR public hearing
to include the concerns of the professionals
and the public in the final document.

RON MAY. 1/80

HELP WRITE STATE TO ACQl'I RE ANDERSON

~ARSW

WILL THIS NATIONAL REGISTER ARCHAEOLOGICAL
DISTRICT Feel the Bite of the Bulldozer, .QI..
Will it be Preserved?? IT'S UP TO YOU!!
In 1978 Anderson Marsh A'rcheological
District, which contains at least 50
·
prehistoric sites (representing continuous
occupation of the area for the past 9000 years)
was added to the National Register of Historic
Places.
Due to the exceptional quality and quantity
of the cultural and natural reS>ources in the
area, steps were taken to add this district
to the State Parks acquisition list as a
cultural preserve. Unfortunately, four
separate development groups are also taking
steps to urbanize the area. Most notable
of the proposed projects are a 200-space
mobile home park and an 800-unit housing tract.
The Anderson Marsh Archeological District-which is located at the south end of Clear Lake,
about 4 miles directly south of the Borax Lake
Site~-is now on the State Parks and Recreation
acquisition list. However, funding for its
acquisition may not become available until
1982-83. Those of us working in the area are
afraid that we may not be able to hold off
the developers for that long. For this
reason we are making a plea to you as professional and avocational archaeologists for
he 1 p.

ARMS and the other plaintiffs were
concerned that the 190 recorded sites are
not the only sites in the area to be
affected and that we really do not know what
the effects will be. Rumor has it that Mr.
Dan Foster of State Parks found several
unrecorded sites in a recent inspection of
the proposed burn area, thus supporting
the grounds for the fears. The 1960 vintage
survey was conducted for research reasons
by the University of California, Los Angeles,
and was not intended to be used as an EIR.
document.

•

Land Management at Folsom, California,
reportedly has informed SCA Vice-President
Russ Kaldenberg of "horror stories"
resulting from burning of sites in his
jurisdiction.

Somehow we need to convince Mr. Russ
Cahill, Director of the Department of Parks
and Recreation, to move this exceptional
resource area to the top of the list so that
acquisition can begin as soon as possible.

The possibility of perishable prayer
sticks, house posts, caches of hunting nets,
basketry, sandals, hunting equipment, and
wooden artifacts were not considered in the
negative declaration originally prepared by
the State. A report by Ms. Jan Moore, then
a Park Archaeologist at the Anza-Borrego
Desert.'State Park, suggested 5 possible
impacts: ( 1) unknown degrees of spa 11 i ng
on ~illing surfaces; (2) exposure of surface
artifacts to park visitors; (3) cracking
and'searing of surface artifacts; (4) erosion
caused by burning the watershed; and
(5) _incineration of marine shell and faunal
remains. Mr. Don Manual of the Bureau of

5

A 1 etter from you to Mr. Cah i 11 expressing
your concern for the preservation of these
resources and the need for immediate acquisition will greatly enhance our chances of
moving up the acquisition process. Send
Tetterl to hfm •t thfs •ddress:
Mr. Russ Cahill, Director
Department of Parks and Recreation
1416 Ninth Street
Sacramento, CA 95814.
Those of you interested in getting a
better idea of the resources in the Anderson
Marsh district and Lake County in general
should look for the talk on "The Archaeological
Resotirces of the Clear Lake Basin", to be
given in conjunction with the.North Coast.
Ranges Symposium at the up~oming S~A meetings
in Redding.
For further information, contact
JOHN PARKER(see address, top of p. 6)

~TTENTION:

MOSTIN SITE

. ·-

~~·

---'-

-------~---

,,_..,.,,,----. .

Any persons having documenti, materials.
pictur.es, slides, or information relating to
the excavations conducted at the Mostin Site
(CA-Lak-380 or 381, or SDA 66) in 1973 or 1974
please contact.

Mostin Point

John W. Parker
Field & Research Archaeologist
Department of Anthropology
University of California, Davis
Davis, CA 95616
Phone (916) 753-0140

A preliminary analysis of all excavation
work at this site is being undertaken in an
effort to provide the informatio·n necessary
to acquire grant funding for a substantial
data recovery and analysis program. Most
recent radiocarbon dates from the lower
component of this site indicate an age of
between 11,000 and 12,000 years B.P.--pretty
old for a site that may turn out to be a
sedentary village ..
JOHN W. PARKER

BLM DESERT PLAN:

-

Center Auditorium. 300 LaKeside Drive.
.;t0..-6-o a,r_d o i'
Supervisors Hearing Room, 500 W. Temple.
Palm Spr'infs: Thurs., May 1, International
Hotel, nt. Room, 1800 S. Palm Cyn.Drive.
San Bernardino, also Thurs., May 1, at San
Bernardino Convention Center, 303 N."E"St.
El Centro: Mon., May 5, at Imperial Irrigagation District Auditorium, 1285 Broadway.
Bi shop : a l s o Mon • , May 5 , Ci ty Co un c i l
Chambers, 377 W. Line St.
Ridgecrest: Tues., May 6, at Burroughs High
ScliOOf;" Multi-Use Rm., Burroughs Access Rd.
Blythe: also Tues., f.lay 6, Ruth Brown School
Auditorium, 241 N. 7th St.
Barstow: Wed., May 7, City Council Chambers,
220 E. Mountain View St.
Need·les: al so Wed., May 7, at City Counci~
Chambers, 1111 Bailey.

.b_B~-.8D.2._gJ.1f~, ~~j~.p.-rJJ

•
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Following the public review period, these
tasks must be completed in order to meet the
October 1, 1980 date for a Plan and Final·
Environmental Impact Statement:

l/l!/80

DRAFTS, HEARINGS, COMMENTS

Eric W. Ritter has sent on information on
the BLM Desert Plan progress and timetable.
He suggests that anyone interested in the
prehistory, history, or native American
concerns regarding the California Desert
shoulp become involved in the review process
and state his/her concerns for the cultural
resources of the desert either in terms of
general issues or in terms of specific knowledge and conerns, in the ways and timetable
indicated below. More information will be
presented at the Executive Board and Business
meetings of the SCA Annual Meeting in Redding.
CALIFORNIA DESERT CONSERVATION AREA, DRAFT
PLAN ORIENTATION·- Timetable:
The 1aw requires that the Secretary of
the Interior adopt a plan for management,
use, development and protection of the
desert, and begin implementation by Sept.
30, 1980.

* All public imput must be analyzed and used
in making the necessary revisions to the draft
alternatives so that a Proposed Plan and Final
Environmental Impact Statement may be issued.
*Extensive review will be carried out by the
California State Director and the Director of
the BLM as well as the Secretary of the Interior.
Review will also be an important task for the
California Desert Advisory Committee.
·
*The plan finally published will be subject
to a 30-day period for public comment and
protest by any interested person.
HOW TO GET A COPY:
Single copies of the
Draft Plan Alternatives and E.I.S. document
will be available to anyone who asks for it,
from the Bureau of Land Management, Box 5555,
Riverside, CA 92517, or phone (800) 442-4946
at no charge to calling party in California.
Remember to request specifically a copy of the
Draft Plan/EIS. For large numbers of copies,
contact Bill Flint, Desert Plan Staff. Copies
will also be available for use at all BLM
offices in California and at depository
libraries as shown in the draft preview.
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HOW TO GIVE INPUT:
The BLM is actively
seeking input from interested persons.
Comments, criticism, and suggestions are needed
to shape the draft alternatives into a Final
Plan. Comments will be taken in any form,
but BLM prefers that they be organized according
to the Public Participation Workbook included
with the DraftPlan, andthat they be in
-\.iritfng. ·rnis will make it possible to
tabulate, organize, and analyze a large number
of comments, and to use them effectively in
arriving at a final product.

Publication of the Draft Alternatives
and Draft Environmental Impact Statement
occurred on Feb. 15, 1980, with a Public
Review Period between Feb. 15 and~.
~uring the Public Review Period, public
hear1ngs are scheduled at 12 locations in
California, each session 1 as ting from
3:00 P.M. to 8:00 P.M., continuously. The
hearings in San Diego, Sacramento, Oakland
and Los ~ngel~s will be attended by as
m~ny Adv1sory C~mmittee members as possible,
w1th the remain1ng hearings conducted by
two smaller separate teams. Hearings will
be as follows:

Members of the Advisory Committee, who will
attend the public hearings, will monitor the
input activity to help insure that the Final
Plan is responsive to all comments received.

San Diego: Thursday, April 17, at S.D.
Vetera11s Memdri al Bldg., Balboa Park.
Sacramento: Tuesday, April 22, SutterP 1acer Room, Sac. Community Center,
14th and K Streets.
Oakland: Wednesday, April 23, at Kaiser

6
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COSO GEOTHERMAL EIS Ol'T
The Bakersfield District, Bureau of Land
Management, has been preparing a draft
environmental impact statement lElS} on
Proposed Geothermal Leasing in 'the Co'so Known
Geothermal Resource Area. The draft ~ocument
was scheduled for mailing to the public.
during February, and should be on its way
to those on the mailing list for geothermal
developments and/or environmental documents.
For a copy of the draft, contact the
Bureau of Land Management, 800 Truxtun Ave.,
Room 302, Bakersfield, CA 93301 lor call
between 7:30 A.M. and 4:00 P.M., (8Q!i)
861-4191). Ask to be added to tne mailing
list if you wish to receive other communications on these subjects.

The Final -Intensive Inventory: Public
Lands Administered by BLM California
outside the California Desert Conservation
Area has been published (December 1979)
byt'he California BLM, Sacramento, and .
distributed to the 6000 people and organizations on their mailing list. The area
covered includes approximately 3,206;000
Acres of public land. The report presents
findings on 323 inventory units. (A draft
joint decision wi 11 be ma i 1e d out for
public review and comment in the spring
of 1980 for the interstate inventory units
for which a decision has been deferred.)
A 30-day period for filing protests ended
February 5, 1980.

Public meetinos in the near future will
be held to aain iurther information, including
additional resource data on the areas. This
will be used in making wilderness suitability
recommendations. Each district will study
individual areas according to its own planning
schedule.

Bakersfield District Office, 800 Truxtun,
Room 311, Bakersfield, CA 93301 (CA-010).
Susanville n.O., 705 Hall St., P.O. Box 1090, Susanville, CA 96130
(CA-020)
Redding D.O., 355 Hemsted Drive, Redding,
CA 9 oo1
( cA-0 3 O)
Folsom D.O., 63 Natoma St., Folsom, CA
95630
(CA-040)
Ukiah D.O., 555 Leslie St., Ukiah, CA
95482
(CA-050)
Riverside D.O., 1695 Spruce St., Riverside,
-U 92507
(CA-060).
Copies of the Interim ~anagement Policy
and Guidelines for Lands Under Wilderness
Review, dated December 12, 1979, are also
available. This 32-page booklet includes
short chapters on management policy, implementation of the interim management policy,
guidelines for specific activities (including
cultural and paleontological resources), and
6 appendices.

Th~ next phase, a study phase,"will
develop the Bureau's final recommendations
on the wilderness suitability of each
Wilderness Study Area. This decision will
be the basis of the Bureau's wilderness
recommendations to the Secretary of
Interior, President and Congress,:
according to a cover letter from James
B. Ruch, State Director, BLM. He points
out that "The significance of the land use
decisions being made in this phase necessitates consideration of significant resource
tradeoffs," and continues, "I would
appreciate your continued participation in
order to assure full analysis of all known
resource considerations during these studies."

Af'1ERICAN ANTIQL1ITY WANTS CURRENT RESEARCH INFO
Current Research information on California
and Great Basin archaeology is requested for
the October 1980 issue of American Arttiguity.
Please observe the format of the most
recent American Antiquity issues in preparing
reports. Especially important is adherence to
their standard format for reporting C-14 dates.

According to the Final Intensive
Inventory (page 12), "Jhe study phase invo Ives tfie process of determining, through
careful analysis, wnicn Wilderness Study
Areas will be recommended as suitable for
wilderness designation and which will be
reoommended as nonsuitable. These determinations, made through the BLM land-use
planning system, will consider ill values,
resources and uses of the public lands.

•

Comments already offered which could not
be used during the inventory phase but
pertained to study phase issues, will be
considered during the study phase.

Contact individual ,districts to give
further information, learn of the public
hearings, and be added to the district
mailing lists for future involvement during
the study phase. Indicate specific areas
in the district that are of interest, since
planning efforts will vary in their time
schedules. The district addresses and inventory unit code for the area each studied are

BLM WILDERNESS STUDY HIVENTORY PUBLISHED

•

The final suitability recommendations will
consider production and consumption as well
as sensitive resources. Tne study pnase
must e com leted by October 21, 1991.

Notices should be as concise and informative
as possible, and should stress the substantive
research results which pertain to prehistory,
rather than to agency management objectives.
Reports should be sent by March 15 to

"The process involves comparing the
wilderness values of each of the Wilderness
Study Areas with values for other resource
uses which may be incompatible with wilderness; for example, mining, vehicular access.
public utilities, development. A multipleuse planning approach will consider all uses.

C. MELVIN AIKENS
12/10/80
Department of Anthropology
University of Oregon
Eugene, OR 97403
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CURRENT RESEARCH
A NOTE ON THE WALPERT RIDGE INCISED TABLET

FORT MASON, SAN FRANCISCO

An unusual incised tablet, discovered in
a remote section of the Alameda County
ridgelands overlooking San Francisco Bay,
is one of the more interesting artifacts
encountered during the archaeological survey
of Walpert Ridge by the California State
University, Hayward Institute of Cultural
Resources. T e location of the discovery
has been designated as CA-Ala-397.

Carbon dates have recently been received
on materials taken from two newly-discovered
sites in San Francisco. In 1978 the firm of
Archaeological Consultants, San Francisco,
located 3 previously unrecorded aboriginal
sites on the north shore of the S.F. peninsula
at Fort Mason, Golden Gate National Recreation
/J..rea. These three sites, SFr-2(), SFr-30, and
SFr-31, are the best preserved of the 6 known
extant sites in San Francisco. The sites
were found under concrete foundations and
asphalt paving. Four 1 x 2 m. test pits were
excavated.

The tablet is of gray sandstone,
encrusted with a heavy growth of lichen.
Roughly-reetangul ar in shape, i t measures
47 cm. x 25 cm., with a maximum thickness
of 5 cm.
Both sides are incised, one
side more extensively than the other.
Four very small cupules occur on the more
extensively modified side of the tablet.
The cupules range in size from 5 to 9 mm.
in diameter, and 1-2 mm. in depth. They
are circular in outline, with rounded to
flaring walls, and rounded to pointed
bases. The cupules, and several of the
smaller incisions, were not readily observable until the tablet was subjected to an
intensive inspection utilizing various
indirect lighting techniques.

•

Sites SFr-29 and SFr-30 were found to be
dense shell midden a meter and more in depth.
SFr-31, probably related to SFr-30, may have
been a food-processing area for an activity
such as fish drying. More than 120 aboriginal
artifacts were found, including approximately
30 bone beads and awls, obsidian tools and
flakes from Annadel and Napa Glass Mountain,
whole shell olivella beads and haliotis
ornaments, net sinkers, grooved baked clay,
ground stone fragments, ochre, a 1 arge quartz
crystal, a carefully pecked and faceted stone
(the function of which is unknown), and
several features. The artifact assemblage
is reminiscent of the Ellis Landing Facies.

The tab 1et
was found beside
a game trai 1, at
an eleveati on of
310 meters above
mean sea level.
The trai 1 parallels an ephemeral
stream, leading
down to the Bay
plain approximately 1 km. to
the west. Three
archaeological
sites, al 1 bedrock milling
stations, are
1ocated within
i, km. of Al a-397,
at slightly
higher elevations.
To reach any of
these sites from
the Bay plain,
one must pass by
Al a-397.

A carbon sample from SFr-29 yielded a
date of 1475*100 BP and a shell sample from
SFr-30 yielded a date of 18~5*100 BP, with a
correction factor for the shell oivino a
date of 1700 BP (Ur Riverside ca~bon fab).
/J. 1 arge faun al collection, currently
being analyzed by the California Pcademy of
Scie.nces, should yield important data for
the prehistoric ecolo9y of the area. A
report is available from the National Park
Service, Western Region, San Francisco
SUZANNE BAKEP

•

2/10/80

M. A. BURNS-CASTLE CRAG LUMBER COMPANIES
In 1979 Archaeological Consul tan ts, San
Francisco, conducted an historical and
archaeological investigation of an early
20t~-centurylumber camp in Shasta-Trinity
National Forest. Extensive historic research
and oral interviews with elderly informants
who had worked for the M.A. Burns and Castle
Crag Lumber Companies in the Castle Creek
Basin were conducted.

The tablet is currently being
referred to as an example of rock
art, although its actual use may
have served some other function (~.,
trail or oak grove marker, hunting
magic, abrading stone, or even prehistoric "graffiti"). As an example of rock
art, the tablet possesses style traits
similar to those found along the northern
coast of California and in the Great
Basin. One of the more important implications of the tablet's discovery is that,
along with several other recent discoveries, it should provide an impetus
for the study of San Francisco Bay Area
rock art, which has been sadly neglected
in the past.
·
E. BRECK PARKMAN 12/11/79

The remains of a lumber camp, trestle,
and nearby features were recorded and described, and an artifact distribution map was
made of al 1 activity areas. Some of the
most interesting features included "skid
shacks", portable bunkhouses which could be
skidded on and off flat cars as the railroad
line camp moved with the timber cuttin9.
Railroad lumbering has essentially
become an obsolete industry since the advent
of motorized transport. The detailed
historical research, oral interviews, and
archae.ologi cal field work provided compl ementary data ~hich have begun to provide a
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(M.A. BURNS CASTLE CRAG COMPANIES, cont.)

(CHARMLEE COUNTY PARK, cont.)

technological and social record of the
1 umbering industry, posed questions for
additional research, and contributed to
an understanding of the historical
heritage of the local area and its place
in the development of California and the
western United States. A report is
available from Shasta-Trinity National
Forest.

LAn-472, which has a deep (70 cm.), stratified
shell midden, and has yielded a lar9e quantity
of beads and faunal remains. This shelter has
also produced a limited occupational assemblage
including milling equipment, flake trols, and
projectile points with associated debitage. A
few worked pieces of bone and marine shells
have been found {pierced bird claw, shark
centrome ring, worked cowries and abalone shell).
Two hearths-and a number of other features
have also been located at LAn-47Z.

SUZANNE BAKER

2/80

At this time at least 3 additional archaeological sites are known to exist within the
park boundaries, only 2 of which are recorded
localities. All localities yielding archaeological materials will be recorded and mapped,
and surface sampled whenever possible.

HONEY SPRINGS RANCH, JAMUL
The immense 2250-Acre Honey Springs
Ranch near Jamul in southern San Diego
County has been the subject of ~ rE!~E!nt:
archaeological survey program conducted
by Paul G. Chace & Associates of Escondido
as part of an EIR assessment. The ranch
property is situated in the rugged,
brushy terrain of the foothills of the
Peninsular Range.

•

Principal research efforts will be directed
at developing a basic understanding of the
prehistoric subsistence and settlement patterns
represented at these sites. The following
specific research projects will be undertaken:

The project was designed to identify
cultural sites for preservation before
development of the area begins. Several
major prehistoric occupation sites and
food processing stations were encountered.
Prehistoric activities appear to have
been concentrated in low areas immediately
adjacent to natural springs, and very few
archaeological traces were found in upland
locales. The survey encountered almost
no archaeological features to document
the early historic development of ranching
in the area.
Teams of archaeological surveyors led
by Paul Chace, Don Laylander, Janet
Hightower, and Becky Mccorkle conducted
systematic sweeps of the entire property.
Most of the field crew had been trained
in the field archaeology program at
Palomar College. and al 1 have ·been
working for severa1 years on archaeo1 ogical assessment projects in the county.

•

2.

Identification of microfaunal and microfloral materials (flotation of hearth
mate ri a 1s) .

3.

Characterization of the natural environment,
including floral, faunal and lit~ological
units in the vicinity of the sites.

4.

Identification of the sources of the
lithic artifact materials recovered from
the sites in Encinal Canyon drainage.

5.

Development of a model which describes
the Late Horizon exchange system operating
in the Encinal drainage, and the products
in·1olved in the system.

Work is scheduled to begin in early January
and continue for approximately two months.
Field work and 1 aboratory work wi 11 run concurrently, and all recovered materials will be
s~ored at the CSUN Research Center until other
arrangements are made with the country park
for a permanent display and interpretive center.

1/15/80

CHARMLEE COUNTY PARK, LOS ANGELES COUNIY
The Northridge Archaeological

Definition and demonstration of internal
(vertical and horizontal) stratigraphy
within the LAn-472 midden deposit.

If you are interested in participating in
the Northridge Archaeological Research Center
project, or have research interests in this
area, contact the project director, John Romani
at the .. center-; cfo Dept. of Anthropology, Cal
State Northridge (or phone (213) 885-3575).

Be,si des the environmental planning
report being prepared by Paul G. Chace
and Associates, sufficient data. was
secured during the survey to generate
a new settlement systems model for the
late prehistoric occupation of the region.
PAUL G. CHACE

1.

CLAY A. SINGER

Research

Center will soori begin a se~ies of archaeological investigations in the upper reaches
of Encinal Canyon, on the southern flank
of the Santa Monica Mountains near the
Ventura County line. These investigations
will focus on a group of rockshelters and
open-air sites located within the
boundaries of the county park. All sites
within the park will be located, mapped,
and sampled, but excavation will be
limited to only one--or possibly two-small areas. Primary interest centers
around a sman, undecorated rockshelter,

12/19/BO

Director, Northridge
Archaeological Res. Ctr.
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STATEMENT ON ARCHAEOLOGY WITHIN THE GREATER
LOS ANGELES - VENTURA COUNTY AREA

5.

In order to foster cooperation and
communication between archaeologists and
Native Americans, representatives of
several local In di an organizations and the
Northri dge Archaeological Research Center
at California State University, Northridge,
are requesting that all archaeologists conducting field research or contract work in
the Los Angeles and Ventura County areas
(i.e., the Southern Chumash and Gabriel ino
cillure areas) kindly notify the Research
Center and the Candelaria American Indian
Council. Whenever possible, notification
of pending fieldwork should be made at the
beginning of a project, not during or after
the fieldwork has been completed.

6.

Copies of all notes, records, maps,
and manuscripts should be made
available to interested archaeologists and Native Americans involved
in the area. Collections should be
processed and stored in the area of
origin whenever possible. Arrangements can be made_t()_JHOcess an~ .
store some collections at the Museum
of Anthropology, Northridge Archaeological Research Center, C.S.U.N.
Research materials are also available
at other institutions (documents and
col1ections at U.C.L.A., C.S.U. Long
Beach, C.S.U. Dominguez Hills, C.S.U.
Los Angeles, Cal Poly Pomona, Ventura
College, Pierce College, Moorpark
College, etc.)

7.

All contacts and consultations should
be adequately documented with copies
provided to all involved parties.

8.

Native American monitors, tribal
elders, and religious authorities
should be permitted re~dy access to
any and all aboriginal materials
collected during a project.

Archaeologists and researchers are
requested to follow a simple set of
recommended procedures outlined below.
These procedures apply to all projects
involving prehistoric, protohistoric and/or
early historic archaeological sites.
1.

2.

3.

4.

Before a project begins field operations, notify the nearest Native
American organization with jurisdiction in the area in question.
In the L.A.-Ventura area contact
either Candelaria or Charles Cooke
of Newbury Park.
At the same time or before, notify
in writing the local research facilities and primary, researchers in the
area. A simple notice or form
letter should be sent to the
following: U.C.L.A. Archaeological
Survey, C.S.U.N. Northrtdge Archaeological Center, Pacific Coast
Archaeological Society, Ventura
County Archaeological Society, S.t.A.
District 07 Coordinator, and other
appropriate groups, units, and
institutions.
If you plan to do any type of digging
or excavation, plan to have a Native
American monitor on site whenever
such work is being done. Candelaria
Council can arrange to have one or
more Indian monitors on·site to
observe and aid the work during
excavation of auger holes, test pits,
trenches, or exposures. Monitors may
or may not take part in actual excavation (digging), depending on the
individual involved, and the particular situation.
Human burials should not be removed
from the ground without specific
authorization from Native American
religious authorities contacted
through the Native American(s)
working at the site. Burials removed
from sites, and any other human bones
·recovered during excava.tions, should
be analyzed as quickly and thoroughly
as possible, and reburied by religious
authorities as soon as feasible. The
local office of the County Coroner
should also be informed when burials
are located.
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Power equipment, such as backhoes,
bull doze rs, or trenchers, should not
~e used on identified, known, or
recorded archaeological deposits,
except as a means of removing or
moving non cultural deposits such as
fill, paving, and overburden. All
excavation should be done by hand,
and all excavated material should be
screened with 1/8 inch mesh or finer
screen.

•

(via CLAY A. SINGER 12/19/79)
Northridge Archaeological
Research Center, CSUN ~ 11/79
EDGE UNIT ANALYSIS OF THE LITHIC ASSEMBLAGE
FROM cA-SCR-94, SANTA CROZ, by .~aryanrie Fazi-0

~ox

•

Coyote Press announces the first publication
in a new series which is designed to promote
wider distribution of significant archaeological,
historical, and other related works in an
inexpensive format.
Through the use of a new technique for the
analysis of lithic materials, this report presents an alternative interpretation of the
function of archaeological site CA-SCr-94.
Originally thought to be a lithic workshop site,
CA-SCr-94 has been shown by a detailed analysis
of the lithic artifacts to contain a very large
number of utilized flakes, but only a limited
number of cores and other artifacts associated
with the reduction of lithic materials. A
comparison is made with artifacts from tther
archaeological sites tested in Santa Cruz C
County, and a new interpretation of site fu
function is presented.
22 + ii pages, with 4 tables, 11 sketches,
and selected bibliography. Cost of the publication is $).94 per copy (California residents
add sales tax) plus a $.50 charge for mailing
and handling for each shipment. Send to P.O~
Box 3377, Salinas, CA 93912. Coyote Press is
seeking other quality manuscripts for t~e series •

•

•

LETTER

trying to reintroduce legislative bills to
prevent these problems in San Diego,
especially the Valley of Man.

January 1, 1980

Hello Marcia:

I mentioned to Ron as I saw this problem
there must be constrOcted a "Bridge of
Culture" - Yes, this void must be crossed
but it can only be crossed with compassion
and understanding as we, the survivors of
the past are still present. What are
these differences that your Society seems
wi 11 i ng not to construct a meaningful "Bridge
of Culture"?

Well, here I am starting the new decade
off as it says in the Popular Scribe (the
local newspaper). During our telephone
discussion I said I would write to you and
the Society for California Archaeology.
At the last convention I attended--it
was in Yosemite two years ago this coming
March 1980--as I said to you I was surprised
not just remotely but quite vehementty~~hat
a spei!ker was pl aced ahead of tile 5.i;;h.edul e
before the rest of the members that were
scheduled to be there to listen to what was
being presented and to counter any attacks
that I knew were coming.

During the final hearing of Assembly
Bill 817 before the Judiciary Committee of
the Senate, August of 1978, I requested the
chair of this committee,,could the oppositiion
voice their opinion first against the final
rewritten Bill 817. The chair stated that
my request was granted because thts was such
an important issue. Here is a list of the
universities that opposed 817:

I said that day that I was not
recognized as an equal by the very Society
that I was a paid-up member of and also a
member of the Ethics Committee. To me as
I requested a call for a special meeting
that evening it was an insult to me directly
by the chair that this request was not
granted.

•

The University of California at Berkeley
- Department of Applied Anthropology.

Last year (1979) a metting of the S.C.A.
was held in San Luis Obispo and no notice
of this meeting was sent to me. In fact
there were no S.C.A. newsletters sent to
me. I will ask here why they weren't. I
am outspoken but at the same time where
anthropology is concerned about my ·
ancestors I will not turn away from the
issue. Throuohout these years the last
nine years (9) of researching laws - criminal
and federal laws - I have been appointed to
the State Commission for the preservation of
the cultural history of California. My next
step was to look into anthropology and the
area of archaeology. My questions that were
foremost in my mind (were), just who are
these people that believe they have the
right to go about and dig up the graves of
my ancestors and also recent burials of
my people without consulting with the
survivors of the past.
I have made i t my business that this
desecration is &nd would cease--but there
is the other side of the coin.
I could not let myself become ignorant
by arrogance for I believe there is a need
for the field of anthropology, because of
what happened to me personally to come
upon people digging up my mother's grave;
this proved that the laws must change
politically: Yes, violence could stop
these grave diggers, but must violence
be the key to try to stop this "or" should
education politically applied be the key?
Should tllere even be an effort be made
toward c~anging these laws?

•

Santa Barbara U.C. Department of
Anthropology.
Stanford Unhersity, Department of
Anthropology.
University of Calif. at Los Angeles,
Dept. of Anthropology.
What was their testimony based on? ¥es,
they stated they all had the Right of ,
Eminency over the Indians and their ancestral
past belonged to places of higher learning
and education.
A letter was read from the Society for
California Archaeology and signed by the
President of the S.C.A. that this Bill was
prejudicial .and i t would impede the efforts
of archaeology. It seems here that the S.C.A.
took a 180 degree turn to the left. Yes,
even in the face of this testimony A.B. 817
came out victorious with a 4-1 vote in
favor with a Due Pass to the Senate floor.
Sorry to say, it died on the Senate _floor,
18 noes, 8 yes and 14 Senators went home
with out voting. Here were two years of
victorious effort since the day this legislation was introduced to the assembly. Yes,
Marci a, there were hundreds of hours spent
on this bill and thousands of dollars in
time and effort on my part to try to build
this ?Bridge of Culture."
Along with this document I want to say
that for the first time in the history of
the State of California that a fully
implemented precedent of law was adopted
by the County of Mendocino. It is known
as the Mendocino County Archaeological
Ordinance #1681. Yes, some of your members
spent hours with me writing letters of
support, suggesting that cultural areas
must be protected. Now for the first time
ever in the history of the United States
on the county level at the N.C.A. meeting

Just recently I addressed a letter to
Ron May, the Secretary of the S.C.A.
dated Nov. 25, 1979 about his concerns of
what is happening in San Diego County and
his concerns about the possibility of

11

affected by Federal projects or on Federal
lands, and enable managers to remain in
full compliance with extant environmental
legislation. It will also provide involved
agencies and archaeologists with a greater
understanding of the resource and a set of
alternatives to the questionable techniques
of traditional salvage archaeology.

(LETTER FROM ART PHELAND, cont.}
in Atlanta, Georgia, the County of Mendocino
was awarded the first Plaque of Achievement
for their being the first county to adopt
such a complete ordinance of law to protect
the cultural history of a county and the
first county to include Native Americans
on an equal footing as Commissioners on
this Commission. This I can say, I'm
proud to be the Father of this ordinance
and proud that some of you members of the
S.C.A.
gave so much of your time.
Remember the "Bridge of Culture"--Some of
you have joined with me on my end of the
Bridge. Now what about the rest of you?
Wel 1, I better close as I am out of paper.

•

The Preliminary Report of the National
Inundation Study, just published,
details the research design to be implemented
over the next 3 years. The report outlines
a series of testable hypotheses which are
aimed at developing a body of knowledge
regarding specific impacts (both adverse and
beneficial) upon the data-bearing component
and physical integrity of a_r~haE!oJogi_c(lJ
sites. Data collection and site preparation
guidelines, designed specifically to test
inundation impacts, are included. Information
on protective measures and general predictions
on their efficacy are also provided, although
the emphasis of the study so far has been on
determining the nature of the impacts--a
necessary first step before providing comprehensive mitigation procedures.
R~servoir

Since rely,
ARTHUR D. PHELAND, SR., N.A.A.. C.
Native American Arch. Consultant
P.O. Box 1657, Tel. (707)937-0817
Fort.Bragg, CA 95437
A member of the S.C.A.

An annotated bibliography which contains
more than 250 references to freshwater
inundation and related topics is also
available now: The Effects of Freshwater
Inundation of Archeologi cal Sites Through
Reservoir Construction: A Literature Search.
Individuals in various areas of the
country are currently involved in the ongoing
research and are implementing many of the
field testing procedures outlined in the
preliminary report. Any information available
on inundation impacts or ongoing research in
reservoir areas due to the drought and
drawdown or in preparation for initial
closing, would be appreciated.

NATIONAL RESERVOIR INUNDATION STUDY·
The Southwest Cultural Resources Center
of the National Park Service is the
coordinating body for a multi-phase study to
determine the effects of freshwater inundation u~on arc~aeological sites. It is
jointly funded by the U.S. Army Corps of
Engineers, Bureau of Reclamation, Soil
Conservation Service and the National Park
Service. The focus of the study, now in
its second year, is on the examination of
sites prior to inundation, while flooded,
and during periods of drawdown, to assess
the imp acts on data-retrieval potential,
the degree of preservation or destruction
of archaeological remains, and the efficacy
of salvage operations versus direct protective measures.
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Requests for copies of the reports
mentioned above, or information on inundation
impacts should be sent to the National
Reservoir Inundation Study, Southwest
Cultural Resources Center, P.O. Box 728, Sa
Santa Fe, New Mexico 87501.
TONI CARRELL

r1JRE SPECIALIZED SERVICES
~ERIAL

RECONNAISSANCE -- Graduate student of
archaeology/pilot with 8 years flying
experience available for aerial
reconnaissance of archaeological sites
in the greater Los Angeles area. For
information, contact Joseph S. "Noble"
Eisenlauer, Aero-Archaeological Research,
Archaeological Survey, c/o Institute of
Archaeology, University of California,
Los Angeles, CA 90024.

This program will provide agencies
involved in land-alteration activities
with procedures to facilitate their landmanaging functions in areas where
impoundments now exist or are being planned.
Decisions relating to cultural remains,
whether they result in long-term protection,
mitigation of adverse imp acts, or a
combination of procedures, must be based
upon thoroughly documented and researched
scientific data rather than ~pon educated
guesses as to how sites are affected once
they have been immersed.

ARCHAEOLOGICAL EDITING -- Manuscripts edited.
Marcia Wire, 15533 Kavin Lane, Monte
Sereno, CA 95030.

The goal· of the National Reservoir
Inundation Study is to develop :managementoriented guidelines for cultural resources
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NEW MELONES PROJECT NEWS
A letter from Mike Glassow dated Dec. 11,
1979, misdirected and not delivered until
January, is. printed: belo11 with apologies
to all for lateness. Two more recent news
clippings also pertain to New Melones.
(See also pages 19-20 and 23 of this
Newsletter for news from New Melones Project
workers).
NEW MELONES PROJECT UNDER IAS SUPERVISION

•

•

1

"Other concerns, it said, are preserva·
tion of upstream white-water rapids ......
popular with rafting enthusiasts ... ~and th.e
question of th.e state's rignt to control
the level of the reservoir and use of the
water.

Dr. Benny Keel, Chief of the Atlanta
IAS office and recently acting director of
IAS in Washington, D.C., reports that the
New Melones data.recovery con.tract~is
being transferred from the Corps of
Engineers to IAS. The Memorandum of
Understanding effecting this transfer
was signed on November 28th. Dr. Keel,
currently overseeing the project for IAS
as a special assignment through the
Washington IAS office, will be in
California the first two weeks of December
to meet with various parties involved with
the project. ln a recent letter he stated
that, "It is my intention to provi.de
California archaeologists and historians
an opportunity to provide comments once
we have reached the point of developing
in greater detail the program we believe
is needed."
MIKE GLASSOW

Efforts to preserve archeological
and h.istori.ca:i.· re.soarces ·at th.e New Melone
Dam project ... have been clouded by the
lack of federal guidance on the adequacy
of archeological preservation and ~ho
should direct the program,' the GAO report
stated. lt listed the agencies responsible
for this lack of guidance as tRe Corps,
the HCRS and the National Park Service.

"The GAO said the recent transfer of
leadership to HCRS has slowed the project."
THE SAN DIEGO UNION
1/27/80, page A~ll
ADDIT10NA1. $2' M1LlT01f ~.UTHORIZEP
•wASHINGTON--The Senate yesterday
authorized additionalmoney for arcneological
digs at a California damsite.
"The bill, which had already passed th.
House, authorizes the expenditure of $2 -million to find and recover artifacts from
the area to be inundated by New Melones pam
on the Stanislaus River in California. ·

12/11/79

GUIDELINE LACK DELAYS VERDICT ON DAM PROJECT

"The money in the measure approved
yesterday would bring to $4 million th.e
funds authorized for the archeological
salvage work contract held by the La Jolla
firm of Science Jl.pplications Inc. Secretary
of Interior Cecil Andrus has delayed
filling of the dam's reservoir so the effort
to recover artifacts could continue.•

•The federal General Accounting Office
says it cannot determine whether archeological salvage laws have been satisfied
at the New Melones Dam project because
federal agencies have not developed adequate guidelines to measure compliance.
"In a report to U.S. Rep. Morris K.
Udall, D-Arisona, chairman of the House
Committee on Interior and Insurar Affairs,
the GAO said it 'is not making legislative and administrative recommendations
until it completes a more in-depth review.'

THE SAN DIEGO UNION
1/30/80 Page A-11

WARNING ON

"Udall asked the GAO to review the
project last June, 10 months after the
contract work for archeological salvage
work was awarded by the Army Corps of
Engineers to a La Jolla-based contractor,
Science Applications Inc. (SAl).

Al'Tm~oBILE

CLUB

~AP

llSE

Nancy Peterson Walter has passed on to us
a statement from the Automobile Club of
Southern California, which relates to the use
of AAA maps for cultural resource contract
work. This policy statement forbids such use.
"In response to your inquiry, please be
advised that all Automobile Club maps are
copyrighted material and may not be reproduced either in whole or in part without
prior permission. Automobile Club policy
p~rmits the granting of such permission
only in limited and special cases. Unauthorized reproduction constitutes a violation
of Federal Copyright Law, and the Automobile
Club vigorously pursues such copyright
violators.

"The first year of the project was
marked by controversy among archeologists
and environmentalists and by federal
investigations critical of the Corps
and SAL
•1n November, Interior Secretary
Cecil Andrus announced he was transferring responsibility for the archeological work from the Corps to his
department's Heritage Conservation and
Recreation Service tHCRS). He also
agreed to ho 1d the reservoir at the
808-foot 1eve1 for another year to
assure time for completion of archeologi cal work.

"I trust this is responsive to your
inquiry. Please contact me if you need
further information."
(signed) Alice
Cohen Bisno, Associate Counsel. 2/12/80.
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CuY.AMA VALLEY COLLECTION SolGHT

The University of California, Santa
Barbara's Department of Anthropology is trying
to 1earn the whereabouts of an important
collection obtained from the Cuyama Valley
in 1968. Jerry Williams, then a graduate
student at Cal State Long Beach, directed
the excavations. The site was known as the
Ellis-Rice Site, and was the same as the
"Walekhe" site previously investigated by
Paul Schumacher in the 1870's. The official
site number is SL0-94/95 but at the time of
the 1968 excavations it was referred to as
"SL0-379". UCSB's accession designation is
#172. A large protohistoric lodge or house
structure was exposed during the 1968 field
season. The SCA Newsletter, Vol. 2, No. 4,
1968, contains a brief description of the
excavations.
The collection was routed to
Archaeological Research Inc. (A. R. I.) in
Costa Mesa during the early 1970's, but has
since vanished. Phone calls to those
associated with the collection and with A.R.I.
have to date been unsuccessful in locating
the missing material.
If anyone in SCA has knowledge of the
present location of this collection,
please contact

"During the Fall, 1979 field season,
student crews from CSUF conducted an archaeo1 ogi cal survey in the Crucero Valley, just
south of Soda Springs. During this time
numerous large habitation sites attributed
to the post-A.D. 1000 period were recorded.
These sites attest to an extensive
occupation of the region during the Late
Prehistoric Period.

•

"Earlier sites containing temporally
diagnostic projectile point forms have also
been recorded along the margins of Soda Dry
Lake and upper terraces associated with
stands of the ancient Lake Mojave.
"The Lake Mojave Archaeological Project
is designed to fulfill a wide range of
archaeological research and cultural resource
management concerns along with providing a
field l~horatory for teaching archaeological
theory and method. Fieldwork for the
Spring, 1980 field season is slated to
resume in February during which time student
crews from CSUF will continue working in
the Crucero Valley and at Soda Springs.
RONALD D. DOUGLAS 1/80
Research Associate,
Lake Mojave Archaeological
Project.

MICHAEL A. GLASSOW or
JOHN R. JOHNSON .
2/29/80
Department of Anthropology
University of California
Santa Barbara, CA 93106
(805) 961-2054 or 961-2474
LAKE MOHAVE A f{;HAEOLOO I CAL

prehistoric rock art elements, historical
inscriptions which may date to the occupation
of Fort Soda (at Soda Springs) have also
been recorded.

PCAS NEWLANT HOUSE TEST EXCAVATIONS

The PCAS Newsletter for Feb. 1980 (Vol.
19, No. 2), page 5, gives news of the test
excavation at the Newland House, which .was
said to be almost complete: Units A and B
were down to 60 cm. in depth; Unit C was
at 90 cm. and D, at 70 cm. but scheduled
to be taken down one more level. Saturday
excavations were scheduled unti 1 al 1 uni ts
reached sterile soil. January workers from
PCAS, CSUF, CSU-LB, and Santiago High School.
Crew members mentioned in this and the March
PCAS Newsletter included Frank and Vada
Chapel, John Maguire, Lavinia Knight, Dee
Schroth, Ed, Kirchoff, Alice Jumper, Nancy
Smi 1ey, Carl Johnson, Roy Hubbs, John
Strayer, Elinore Bates, Joan Brown, Diana
Weir, Alice Erickson, Steve O'Neil, Stormy
Brennon, Pat Hammon, Constance Cameron, Cole
Parker, Kathi DuChario, Jane Rosenthal, and
Carol Demcak.

p FOJECT

The fol lowing article is reprinted from
the February 1980 issue of the Pacific Coast
Archaeological Society's PCAS Newsletter
(Vol. 19, NO. 2), page 6;
"Progress Report: The Lake Mojave
Archaeological Project, Department of
Anthropology, California State University,
Fullerton. January 1980.
"During the Fal 1 of 1979, the Department
of Anthropology, California State University,
Fullerton, initiated the Lake Mojave Archaeological Project as the first step in establishing a long-term archaeological research
program in the Eastern Mojave Desert. The
project is sponsored by the Department of
Anthropology, Califo'l"nia State University,
Fullerton and facilities are provided
through the California State Universities
Desert Studies Consortium at Soda Springs.

PCAS members donated more than 350 hours
of work to this Huntington Beach house, in 18
Saturday sessions,(Aug. 4, 1979-Feb. 2, 1980).
The Orange County section of the SCA sponsored
the work. Co-principal investigators were
Connie Cameron (CSUFJ and Marie Cottrell
(Archaeolrigical Resource Management) .. Frank
Chapel w~s Field Director, according to the
March New!letter. Reaular sessions at ARM
will be held by Dee Schroth to process the
excavated materials. Jane Rosenthal is new
Technical Adviser for PCAS. PCAS gave 41% of
the labor, CSU-LB 22%, ARM 19%, CSLIF 12%, and
others 6%, reports Field Director Frank Chapel .

"Recent archaeological inviesigations
conducted through the project in the
vicinity of, Soda Springs (just south of
Baker, Calif.) and in the Crucero Valley
have documented a wide range of cultural
resources. During the Fall, 1979 field
season a 1 ocal complex of petroglyphs was
recorded and photographed along the eastern
slope of the Soda Mountains. Along with
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NEW BAY AREA EDITORS: FARALLONES COLLECTIVE

John Jameson, County Archaeologist,
required mitigation measures as part of the
Negative Declaration on the parcel, including
a systematic surface collection. mapping, and
appropriate trenching td determine the extent
of the archaeological site. (again Apri 1 1978).

A small group of archaeologists interested
in working toward a more informed archaeo:
logical community, the Farallones Collect1ve,
wi 11 be the new Region al Edi tor for the San
Fran c i s co Bay a re a , rep 1acing Lin da Ki n g ,
SCA President for 1980-81. Individual
members of the collective wi 11 contact the
various agencies and consultants active in
the Bay area to solicit interesting and/or
sionificant current research information.
Members of the collective hope that a
greater degree of communi7ation and coop~ra
ti on will result from their efforts. This
development should be welcomed by all SCA
members, who will be looking forward to·
future news and articles.

An agreement that the Riverside Arcnaeo~
logical Society would undertate administration
of a 5-year salvaqe project which would free
the land for development was made t~rougn a
series of steps involving a number of partici~
pants, the article said. lnc.luded were UCR, _
the property owners, proeect engineers,
county planning staff, Native Americanj from
Pechanga Indian Reservation, California
Indian Legal Services, and members of RAS
ahd lhe irchaeologica~ community.
Larry L. Bowles, former Curator of
Anthropology, Riverside Museum, and now
an archaeological contractor, volunteered
to be principal investigator and director
of the project. Willi.am J. Pi.nk., Native
American observer and consultant, offered
his services as principal Native American
observer.

If you would like to send news and
ideas to the collective, contact either
Leo Barker at 2914 California St., Apt. 1,
San Francisco, CA 94115 or Breck Parkman
at 26609 #204 Gading Road, Hayward, CA
94544, (415) 782-0338.
MISSION REGISTER S}.UDIES REQUESTED

•

The project will be divided into 5
phases, 3 of which wil 1 be completed during
the first year: (1) Gridding and collection·
of all materials within specified residence
and access road construction areas;
(2) griddin9 'and <:ollection of the remaining
acreage; (3) testing and analysis of tne
Phase 2 area and data from Phases 1 and 2.
(4) In the fol lowing 4 years, Phase 4 wi 11
be a program of excavatfon in the identified
"significant" areas, and (5) will be data
analysis and report production.

A Call for Manuscripts for a proposed
volume on Mission Register Studies of
Ca 1i fornia In di an Societ1es is reported in
the Feb. 1980 issue of the PCAS 'Newsletter
(Pacific Coast Archaeol ogi cd"l"Society).
page 5, Vol. 19, No. 2.
The Cultural Resources Division of the
Los Padres Nati on al Forest wi 11 compile
the book. Suggested topics include the
soci.al organization, demography, tribal
history, and missionization of historic
California Indian societies, based on.
the analysis of mission register information, historic ethnography and ethnohistoric sources. for further information,
contact editors Steven Craig and Stephen
Horne, Cultural Resources Division, Los
Padres National Forest, 42 Aero Camino,
;oleta, CA 93017.

The February 1980 RAS Newsletter reports:
"This pre-ceramic site lS composed of a small
area of artifact scatter, a larger area of
artifact.scatter and at least two midden loci."
The 20 Acres is part of a much larger site
which will probably not be examined further
in the near future.
"Our program is one of mapping, testing
and excavation: mapping and surface -collectiori of the smaller scatter area ('Christes'
house site') is presently .fifty-six percent
completed. Artifacts found include mano
fragments, scrape rs, cores and flakes.
Materials used were felsite, quartzite,
andesite, basalt and 'exotics' such as jade
and opal. A micro-mapping technique is being
used to address the effects of chamise
clearing (brushing operations) in the area."

LA CRESTA PROJECT, SOUJK OF MU~RIETA
October and February issues of the
Riverside Archaeological Society Newsletter
indicate that progress is being made on a
major 5-year -salvage project cal led the
La Cresta Archaeological Project.
Condensing the RAS Newsletter articles
somewhat because of space considerations,
we would like to pass on some of the
information to SCA members outside the
Ri ve rs i de a re a.

•

Victor Demunck in April 1978 recorded
an area of archaeological material about
18 Acreas in extent within the bDundaries
of site PM 11265, designat.ed ACRARU 307).
Mitigation recommendations included a data
recovery program of systematic surface
collection and excavation of an adequate
sample of subsurface material, according
to the Oct. RAS Newsletter article.

Work will continue every Saturday and
Sunday at this site approximately 1 hour
driving time from- Riverside. Volunteers
should expect to bring in their own firewood
and water as well as usual camping necessities.
RAS can be contacted at P.O. Box 5072,
Riverside, CA 92507. Amona those able to
answer questions about the-project is SCA
Clearinghouse Coordinator Mary Brown (688-0460),
who would probably welcome additional helpers.
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ESCONDIDO· OAK (REI_K DISPUTE SETTLED
"Zellner and archeologists have been
meeting since the dispute surfaced about a
week ago.

An article from The San Diego Union for
January 24, 1980, written by Staff Writer
John Berhman, indicates that the dispute
over mitigation of the Oak Creek subdivision,
Escondido, was settled to the satisfaction
of several protesting archaeological
groups, including the SCA:

•

"Under the terms of their agreement,
most of which were spelled out in the first
archeological study, Zellner will pay to
have 120 one-meter-by-one-meter archeological
digs m1de, covering about 2 percent of the
10-acre site. It was estimated each dig
could cost as much as $1,000--$500 for the
excavation and $500 for research on the
objects uncovered.

"Faced with a threatened lawsuit from
county archeologists, the developer of the
planned Oak Creek housing development said
yesterday he wi 11 pay $100 ,000 for the
excavation of a prehistoric Indian village
the re.

"Attorney Daniel Whitney, representing
the San Diego County Society of Archaeologists
(sic), the Archaeological Resources Management Society and the Society of California
Archaeologists (sic), said the groups were
satisfied with Zellner's decision to pay for
the excavation rather than capping the site.

"The agreement was disclosed during a
City Council meeting during which two
councilmen accused the archeologists of
violating the developer's property rights
and an archeologist said that pressure
being brought to bear by his colleagues
could result in a backlash from the public.

"'Putting in fill and building a house
over it is not preservation,' Whitney said.
'No archeologist feels that is preservation.
Once you put in the lots and homes, people
start building swimming pools and putting
in wine cellars, and you are not going to
get permission to dig up those sites.'

"'In the nine years that I have been
working with the city, I have not been
involved in any litigation, and I don't want
to start now,' said Don Zellner, president
of Zellner Coumunities Inc. of Costa Mesa,
which plans 583 homes on 202 acres here
Escondido . 'Therefore, I have decided to
spend $100,000 for the archeological
excavati ans.'

"Whitney, who called the archeological
find one of the d· epest and thus one of
the oldest (more than 2,500 years old)
ever found in the county, said that as a
result of Zellner's decision the society
would not pursue legal action.

"Zellner, whose developments here include
Escondido Hills just southwest of Oak Creek
and Morningside Woods about a mile ~arther
southwest, said three archeological groups
had threatened him with a wr{t of mandate
that would have revoked his grading permit.
Although he said his attorneys told him he
could eventually win his case, that could
take five months and cost him up to $300,000
in construction delays, he said.

"Mayor Doug Best said he was sorry to
see Zellner 'knuckle under,' and that he
did not think it was fair for the developer
to bear this added cost. Best noted that
none of the archeologists have a financial
interest in the property and suggested
they buy it they feel so strongly about
the archeological artifacts there (sic).

"The devel aper had hi red an Es con di do
archeological firm, American Pacific
Environmental Consultants, to do a study of
the entire site, as required by the
California Environmental Quality Act.

"Councilman Ron Bittner put it even
more strongly.
"'I'm appalled that a group of people
who have no investment in your property
have so much control over it,' Bittner told
Zellner. 'It's a violation of your property
rights, and I feel very uncomfortable with
this.' Bittner later voted against accepting Zellner's plan for handling the archeological controversy.

"That $12,000, 221-page report stated
that there was a significant find of bones,
projectile points and other implements deep
in a 10-acre parcel at the southwest portion
of the project near North Broadway and
Rincon Avenue. It recommended spending
$88,000 to excavate that site, and $18,000
to dig up a smaller site just to the north.

"Dr. David Van Horn of Archaeloqical (sic)
Associates Inc. defended his firm's-recommendation for capping, calling it a better method
of preservation.

"Zellner hired a second archeological
firm, Archaeological Associates Ltd. of
Costa Mesa. That firm's four-page report
agreed with excavating the smaller site,
but recommended 'capping' the larger one
by building the homes and streets above
it and thus, in a sense, preserving the
site for later study.

"' ~ f the archeol ogi ca 1 society forces
heavy excavation expenses in too many cases,'
he said, 'the general public is going to
react against archeologists' because it
eventually bears the added cost.

"Zellner preferred the second recommendation .. So did the·tity staff. And so
did the major'ity of the council yesterday.
But the majority of the county's arch~g
logists pushed for the excavation.

"Henry Rodriquez of Pauma Valley, a
member of the Mission band of Indians, said
he had worked with the California Department
of Transportation in capping an Indian burial
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(ESC:ONDIDO OAK CREEK, continued)

"The county's highest penalty for an
illegal grad~ng conviction is a $500 fine .

site along Interstate 15 north of Escondido,
and offered his assistance on this project.

"'A $500 fine to a developer on a large
contract is meaningless,' Whitney said.

"Another Indian, James Quisquis of
Valley Center, who like Rodriquez did not
identify himself as speaking for any
particular group of Indians, said that
rather than excavating the site he would
prefer 'it covered up and protected.'

"He believes the only way to stop the
destruction of sites before they can be
evaluated is to automatically deny a permit
i f any illegal grading has taken place.
"Whitney and other local archeological
consultants described several sites which
have been destroyed.

"Darrell Daugherty, city community
development di rector, said after the
meeting thadoes not believe the archeological di gs will delay Zellner's projec
because grading can begin on other parts
of the 202 acres.•

PThe most blatant destruction involved
repeated illegal grading at th.e Vista Valley
Country Club last year.
"Despite thre.e stop-work orders from the
county, a significant Luiseno Indian village
was destroyed. After losing a lawsuit
brought by In di an groups, the developer was
ordered to contribute $20,000 toward building
an Indian cultural center and museum.

JOHN BERHMAN
San Diego Union
1/24/80, pages B-1, B-3

"Janet Eidsness, a staff archeologist
with Flower, Ike & Roth, said she was working
on a survey for a property owner in North
Jamul when the developer sent bulldozers in
to grade away most of the areas she believed
to be archeologically significant.

SAN DI~GO COUNTY SITE_ PRESERVATION.ISSUES

•

The following article, written by
Staff Writer Jane Weisman Stein in the
San Di ego Uni on, November 19, 1979 (page
B-4), is somewhat "old", but brings out
information and points of view which
will probably be of interest to SCA
members who do not have regular access
to San Diego papers. The situations·
and points of view are not unique to
San Diego county!

"She said she told the property owner to
stop grading because, in her opinion, he was
in· viol~tion of the California Environmental
Quality Act, but he ignored her pleas.
I

"An archeological report for ~lynola Estates
Unit 3, now under review by the county's
Environmental Analysis Division, says that
the two archeologists who performed the
original mapping and surveys for the project
east of Escondido revisited the area in
August.

•Archeologists and developers are at
odds over how much of San Diego County's
Indian heritage to preserve.
"Local archeologists say significant
traces of the past are being destroyed on
a regular basis as part of the current
housing boom.

!!Gc&ding was observed ..• resulting i~ the
disturbance of the eastern half of the proposed open-space easement area. While it
was quite apparent that the resource impacted,
it is not known at this time to what extent
or magnitude the. site has been disturbed,'
said the report, submitted by Archeol ogi cal
Systems Management Inc. in October.

"Developers say they are trying to
. redesign projects to protect important
archeological sites, but believe that
the public is not willing to pay more
for housing to protect Indian relics.
"County environmental officials,
faced with pressure from both sides, are
trying to work out a compromise in the
form of stricter grading ordinances and
stiffer penalties for bulldozing land
before the required environmental rereviews are completed.

•A misplaced line on a lot map resulted
in the Saint Gabriel Church site being graded
away in 1977. The church site near Poway was
designated as open space in 1975, but it was
bqlldozed to make way for homes tw~ years
later, said Stan Berryman, the archeol ogi st
who worked on the site survey.

"'It is too bad we don't have the
Coliseum or Stonehenge here,' said
Daniel Whitney, an attorney and a
professor of anthropology. 'Most middlecl ass Amert cans are not concerned with
Indians.'

"Developers believe that some archeologists, knowing San Diego County is rich in
Indian heritage, are going too far in demanding preservation of archeological sites or
the salvaging of sites. Salvaging entails
digging up archeological sites and recording
and saving relics.

"Whitney, who represents the Society
for California Archeology (sic} and
the local Archeological Resource Management Society, blames the local landregulation system for doing little to
prevent a developer from grading away
Indian sites.

"'As a group they have really gone overboard,' said Bi 11 Moorhous, vice president
of PRC Toups, a nationwide planning and consulting firm with local offices.
"Moorhous' company is planning Rancho
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(SAN DIEGO COUNTY LSSUES, cont.)
San Diego, a 3,000-acre development stretching
along Highway 94 in the eastern part of the
county. Four archeol ogi cal surveys noted 54
sites on the property. Subsequent work
showed that one 2~-acre area originally proposed for high-density housing contains
important Indian artifacts and should be
preserved as open space.
"Engineering studies to redesign the
homes proposed for that site cost the company
several thousand dollars--costs, Moorhous
said, that must be passed on to home buyers.
"'Of the 300 or so local properties I
have worked on in my career, about 80
percent have archeological findings,'
Moorhous said. 'I question that each and
every one is so unique.'
"Larry Kline, owner of Silvergate
Realty, is facing delays and uncertainties
because the parcel where he would like to
build 14 condominims in Pacific Beach contains remnants of a major coastal Kumeyaay
Indian village.
"'I don't disagree with what the
archaeologists found and with what they are
doing,' said Kline. He said his consultant
told him after an initial survey that '#e'd
be able to build on the property.'

"But, since the Village of La Rinconada
de Jamo was uncoYered where Kline wants to
build his Pacifica Bluffs Townhomes,·he is
faced with an expensive salvage and preservation 9oeration i f the city grants his permit.

county grading-enforcement system and will
make suggestions to improve it. 'Grading
problems are really hot potatoes. It is
di ff i cult to r·e a ch a b al an c e , ' she s a i d.

•

"While she is studying the gradingenforcement system, the county is drafting
a new, stricter grading ordinance.
'"It will be controllersial because any
time re9ulations are tightened up the
people who get cauqht in the vise will
squeal,' said Jack Redfern, the county landdevelopment planner who is heading up the
grading task force.
·
"He said a lack of personnel is delaying
completion of the new ordinance, but it
should be on its way to the Environmental
Review Board and then the Board of Supervisors
in the next few weeks.
"Redfern declined to discuss specifics
of the ordinance until the work is completed,
but said 'development and agricultural interests are sure to criticize it.•
"But the political situation is favorable
and the ti mi n g i s pretty good , ' he s a i. d.
"Redfern, summing up the feelings of the
developers who complain that archeoloaists
want to preserve or salvage too many county
sites, said: 'It all comes down to money."'
JANE WEIS"AN STEIN
The San Dieao Union
11119/79, page B-4

"Kline still owes money to the archeologist, Mary Lou Heuett, who performed the
study. Heuett, who is suing Kline for
payment, said she is 'ready to fight' for
the protection of the site that she uncovered near the Pacific Drive-In.

VIcu1s or THE TELLICO BooN rosGLE
Jack Anderson's column of Jan. 8, 1980
in the Escondido, CA Times-Advocate "Opinion"
column, page B-8, notes under the heading
above that the controversial snail darter
was not the only species victimized when the
Tennessee Valley Authority (TVA) closed the
floodgates in December on the Tellico Dam.
The Cherokee Nation, Americans as a whol~
(for whom "an important part of our national
heritage will be lost forever when one of
the most remarkable archeological sites east
of the Mississippi disappears beneath the
waters of the manmade lake behind the dam"),
and
the families who farmed the Tellico
Valley for 9enerations, were all victimized.

"Heuett has documented that the Kumeyaay
people lived in Pacific Beach part of the
year and in the desert during other months.·
She found 3,884 artifacts at the site,
including knife blades, scrapers, hammer
stones, grinding stones and ornaments.
"Kline ha~ offered Heuett or any other
archeologist up to 90 days to salvage the
Indian artifacts before he builds his
townhomes, but said he cannot afford to
pay for the dig.

"Perhans the greatest loss in the long
run, however, is an intangible one--the
notion that this is a government of laws
that must be obeyed by the federal government as well as by indiviclual citizens,"
/ln~erson's article continues.

"Heuett and other archeologists interviewed said they cannot donate their
expertise and labor when other developers
will pay them to work.
"Meanwhile, San Diego County has
hired a program analyst to develop a better
grading-enforcement system. Each· day
between two and 15 complaints about illegal
grading are lodged with the county, but
currently there is only one full-time
gra~ing enforcement officer.
Many complaints relate to archeological sites.

TV/l., he asserts, has chosen to i anore
all these victims for years, in a grab for
bureaucratic power--despite expert opinion
that it will be an uneconomic power oroducer.
"/J.s Gerald Schroedl, an archeologist who
worked for TVA at Tellico, told my repdrter
Hal Straus, 'TVA reads the laws, and they
(cont. page 34)

"Irene Shinhofen is evaluating the
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HISTORIC
ARCHAEOLOGY
By PAUL J. F. SCHUMACHER, HISTORIC ARCHAEOLOGY EDITOR
TAHOE NATIONAL FOREST
Archaeological work in Tahoe National
Forest during the 1979 field season consiste<;I of archival research, collection of
oral histories, and field reconnaissance
work. Evaluation of historic and prehistoric properties located as a result
of these efforts is in process for their
National Register potential.

•

noteworthy. The physical remains of the
operation are poorly preserved; virtually
all of the equipment has been removed.
Documentary evidence indicates that the mine
included a 20-stamp mtl l, jaw crusher.
26-room barracks, large dining room, office,
and a sawmill. Power to the mine came via a
13-mile line from the Pacific Gas and
Electric Company at Alta, California.

Work focused on some very interesting
historic sites. Inventory surveys conducted east of the Sierra crest encountered
abundant evidence of late 19th- and early
20th-century railroad logging systems. One
area north of Truckee contained remnants of
a system which was in operation around the
turn of the century. A network of log
chutes, grades, a collapsed horse barn/
corral. barracks building, blacksmith shop
and several smaller structures were
identified. The. complex is remarkably
intact, with cordwood still found stacked
along the grade for use by the steam
locomotives. Future plans may include
development of a historic trail through
the area.

RICHARD MARKLEY
NEW MELONES nAM PROJECT

Science Applications, Inc., reports that
work on Phase II of the U.S. Army Corps of
Engineers mitigation program was completed
at the end of December. All project area
sites were reassessed, as reported in a
previous Newsletter. Sites between 808 feet
AMSL (current gross pool) and 920 feet (projected COE inundation level for the spring
of 1980) were mapped. Site-specific documentary research was completed for each site
by pro.iect historian Paul Friedman. Sites
to be excavated were selected as repres~ntative
of categories defined by time period, occupation, and cultural activities.
·

An extensive dry-laid stone reservoir
near the Truckee River is being evaluated.
The facility may have been an ice pond or
mill pond. Ice production flourished in
the Truckee area from the late 1860's to
the 1930'~. and served markets as far
away as Salt Lake City and San Francisco.
Preliminary research indicates that the
reservoir property was owned by Union Ice
Company early in this century.

Eleven sites were excavated in this
elevation range. Three were occupied by
placer miners,.£!· 1850-1870. One of these
sites was distinguished by a fireplace an~
cabin depression. Another .included a fireplace, cabin depression and a distinctive
domed oven feature typical of an Italian
occupation. The third was a large placer
camp with several tent platforms, located on
Soldiers Gulch. Artifacts from this early
period are sparse, in keeping with the limited
material culture and highly mobile lifestyle of the miners. A large placer mining
camp on the upper Stanislaus, dating between
1880 and 1930, was also sampled.

Research is continuing on the KingWolford Sawmill Site recorded by Peter
Jensen and CSU, Chico, in 1977. The mill
was operated by Peter King and Samuel
Wolford during the 1890's and was apparently abandoned sometime early in this century.
The Grass Valley city directory (1895)
lists King and Wolford as lumber dealers
with a Main Street address. The recent
discovery that Samuel Walford's daughter
(now in her 90's} is living in southern
California may result in new information
about the mill complex.

•
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Residences at an 1899-1940 drift m1n1ng
operation and a 1930-1940 hard rock mine were
also sampled. At the upper part of the town
of Melones deposits from a miner's residence
dating between 1920 and 1940 were excavated,
as well as an assayer's crucible deposit from
the same period. Two ranches were also
tested. One dated from the l860's to 1900,
and included barns, a tack room, a black
smithing area, and domestic residence. The
other ranch spanned a century of continuous
occupation; one structure was used

In this area of the Sierra, mining
sites are abundant; a great many were
i den ti fi ed and recorded this year. A
large complex in the foresthil l mining
district which represents an early electricpowered mining and processing operation is
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in sequence as a hotel, house, and barn.
Historical consultants Turrentine Jackson
and Steve Mikesel 1 conducted an intensive
study of employment records for the Melones
Mining Company from the 1920's. Their quantitative analysis describing transiency and
ethnic diversity in Melones is completed in
manuscript form.
Salvage operations during the fall of
1979 retrieved several important items which
may be displayed in area museums: a two-stamp
mill from the late 1930's, arrastra stones
from an early ore processing site, a stone
oven typical of the 1850-1870 occupation by
Italian placer miners, and a Pelton wheel in
use at the turn of the century.
JULIA G. COSTELLO

1/80

ENTERPRISE HOTEL SITE, OLD SACRAMENTO
The Enterprise Hotel site in Old
Sacramento is enclosed by an existing brick
structure built jn 1886 as a grocery warehouse. From February 1979 to the present,
Cosumnes River College students under the
direction of David Abrams and Eloise Barter
have excavated and researched the 1849 to
1886 activities on the site.
Structures and outbuildings of the 3 to
6 city lots under the Enterprise are being
excavated and the commercial or residential
uses of these are being explored. Uses
include a tin store, homes, a privy or
cistern, unrecorded buildings, and census
references to a courtesan and seamstress.
DAVID ABRAMS
SOMERS~ILLE,

1/80

CONTRA COSTA COUNTY

James Deetz, Di rector of the Lowie
Museum of Anthropology at UC, Berkeley,
reports the February opening of a major
exhibit on the late 19th-century mining
town of Somersville, in Contra Costa County.
Artifacts, documents, photographs and oral
accounts collected during the first field
season will complement the focus of the
exhibit on lHeways and ethnicity at this
early mining town.
Somersville was one of 5 mining towns
which flourished during the 1870's to
1890's on the Mt. Diablo coal fields.
Historical and archaeological evidence
indicates that there were at least 6 ethnic
groups living and working in the Somersville
community: Welsh, Irish, Cornish, Italian,
Mexican, and Chinese cultural influences
have been recognized in preliminary
research and will be addressed formally in
future field seasons.

Deetz plans a two-week University Research
Field Program (March 30-A.pril 5), and Spring
and Summer field classes (March 31-June 6;
June 23-August 15) to continue research and
excavation at Somersville. Deetz is assisted
on the Somersville project by graduate
students Matthew Emerson and Peggy Scully.
MATTHEW EMERSON

1/80

SHIP NIANTIC, SAN FRANCISCO
A study of the Gold Rush ship Niantic,
supported by a grant from the National Trust
for Historic Preservation, with matching funds
supplied by the National Maritime Museum
Association, the grant recipient, is currently
being made. The oroject consists of a
synthesis of historic data on the Niantic,
with an analysis of the material assemblage
recovered in the May 1978 archaeological
excavation by the San Francisco Maritime
Museum of the vessel site. This assemblage
inclucies both sections of the hull, the rudder,
windlass, and material goods related to the
Niantic's 1849-51 storeship function. The
goods include bottles (chiefly of imported
beverages), ceramics, tools, stationery,
printing supplies, and bales of oilcloth
carpeting. Addi ti ona 1 ly, a smaller number
of artifacts is associated with the ship's
former merchant and whaling careers. Some
are from fill and from the construction,
demolition, and operational activities of
buildings on the site subsequent to 1851, the
year the Niantic burned to the mudline.
The historical significance of the Niantic
is well established. She is the only unburied
example in San Francisco of a whole class of
vessels closely connected with the birth of
the city. She is a prototype and a dramatic,
tangible symbol of the Gold Rush events
which, in a sense, al so op_ened the far
western frontier of the United States. A
great many similar Gold Rush vessels,
including other storeships, are believed to
remain buried beneath city streets and
buildings. When future construction encounters
such vessels, comparison with the Niantic's
architectural details and associated goods
will undoubtedly be valuable.
A report will be completed in June 1980.
A portion of the Niantic artifacts will be
displayed sometime thereafter in the National
Maritime Museum in San Francisco.
MARY HILDERMAN SMITH

12/79

SANCHEZ ADOBE HISTORIC SITE
Steve Dietz's report on the 1978 archaeological dig at the Sanchez Adobe, San Mateo
County, has been completed. The dig verifies
the presence of the remains of this agricultural
outpost operated by the Mission Dolores.
Artifacts recovered during the excavation have
been catalogued and will be added to the San
Mateo County Museum collections. Some of these
interesting pieces will be displayed at the
adobe, a picturesque witness to the Indian,
Spanish, Mexican and American periods of county
history.

Preliminary excavations at the Scammon
Hotel include 2 large cisterns, and have
uncovered a wide variety of 19th-century
ceramics, glass, metal, and bone. Welsh
gravestones, .a larg·e Chinese vase and
Irish clay pipes demonstrate some of the
di ve rs i ty in mate ri al cu 1t u re found at
Somersville.
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SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA PROJECTS BY SRS

The outline of the Mission outpost is
being marked on the ground with the help of
the County Parks and Recreation staff. It
soon will be possible to walk into the quadrangle and visualize the location of the
various storerooms.

Scientific Resource Surveys, Inc., is
completing several historical projects, at
least 2 of which will result in a new publication series emphasizing historical scholarship and multidisciplinary archaeological.
research. One independent research project
includes an extensive literature search for
Orange County. The study has resulted in
the identification of 180 historic sites
and definite location of more than 150 of
these sites. This compilation will result
in several publications. Historic·Ranchos
in Orange Countyfi California (SRS Historical
Series, No. I) s ould be available fordistribution by April 1980.

The site manager's office is being moved
from the adobe to the small building at the
end of the parking lot. This will mean that
the modern office furniture in the adobe's
west room can be replaced with Mexican period
furnishings.
STEVE DIETZ
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SAN JUAN CAPISTRANO MISSION

SRS has completed archaeological salvage
excavations on a late 19th-century tavern/
store, privy and associated trash lenses at
Encino. Intensive research is in progress,
including work on the written and oral
traditions. The Encino Roadhouse((RRS
Historical Series, No. II) is planned for
release in July 1980.

A joint archaeological research program
has been established at Mission San Juan
Capistrano by the University of California,
Irvine (Extension) and Chapman College. The
program is directed by Nicholas M. Magalousis,
Department of Anthropology, Chapman College.
Strict academic-standards and procedures
were established during the 1979 field
season. Research during the first year
produced a 3-volume report: A Compendium
of Archaeological Research; A Core us of
Building Materials; and A Master B1bliogr~phy.
These volumes will be updated by
yearly supplemental reports.

•

In addition, SRS is currently involved
in sampling an early 20th-century city ~ump
in Hemet. The dump is approximately 90 by
50 meters and at least a meter deep. Oral
tradition and datable items on the surface
and talus areas indicate thet the area was
used as a city dump in the 1920's. Glass
and metal objects were used to check erosion
in a wash channel, eventually forming the
trash mound apparent today .

The 3 volumes provide a view of the
interdisciplinary goal orientation of the
research program. In addition, the
reports provide data on various procedures,
methods and techniques for stabilizing and
preserving significant historical objects.
T~e first season's research centered on
overall data accumulation; stabilization
procedures for adobe structures; excavation in the western sector in an attempt
to define stratigraphic configuration; and
surveying.locating, photographing and
cataloguing of artifacts in various areas
if the mission. A number of additional
spin-off studies are also reported.

ROGER J. DESAUTELS

OWENS VALLEY PAIUTE - SHOSHONE ETHNOHISTORY
Nancy Walter reports on the ethnohistory
project of the Owens Valley Paiute-Shoshone
as seen by Andr!=!W Alexander Forbes. Between
1902 and 1916 Forbes took pictures of the
Eastern Sierra to sell as postcards and
calendars. Paiute-Shoshone people of the
Owens Valley are in many of the photographs.
The placement of cooking utensils and tools
in and around the houses and camp sites
enables the viewer to understand better the
placement of these artifacts back through
time. One can also see what was introduced
and accepted from another culture and what
kinds of artif~cts were still in use from
the time before contact. After identifying
people and places, Nancy intends to .continue
other forms of ethnohistory. Dr. Sven
Lilejblad (U. of Nevada, Reno) has visited
Owens Valley with Mrs. Walter and they plan
work in the valley together during the
spring of 1980.

Archaeological research at Mission San
Juan Capistrano takes into consideration
the scientific, ethical and academic guidelines established by the City of San Juan
Capistrano, County of Orange, National Park
Service, and the Airlie House Report.
Scholars interested in publications or
collaborative research may contact Nicholas
M. Magalousis, Dept. of Anthropology,
Chapman College, Orange, CA 92666.
NICHOLAS MAGALOUSIS 11/79

•

1/80

Forbes also took some fantastic photographs of Yosemite Valley, including several
showing Miwok cooking food over an open fire
with hot stones, sticks for lifting cooking
stones, basket mortars, and other material
culture items .
NANCY PETERSON WALTER 1/80
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workshop should contact Marley Brown
(Interagency Jl.rchaeological Services,
Box 36065, San Francisco, CA 94102).

HISTORIC SITES ARCHAEOLOGY WORKSHOP, RENO
The second workshop on historic sites
archaeology in California and the desert
West was held at the University of Nevada,
Reno, on November 17, 1979. Donald L.
Hardesty (Univ. of Nevada, Reno), organizer
of the workshop, announced that more than
90 persons attended the 3 sessions, which
dealt with the bioarchaeology of historic
sites, urban archaeology, and Sie rran
archaeology. Informal presentations were
followed by group discussion of selected
topics.

DONALD HARDESTY
NEVADA:

1/80

SOUTHERN NEVADA MORMON SETTLEMENTS

•

Under the direction of Claude N.
Warren, the Dept. of Anthropology, Univ. of
Nevada, Las Vegas, is continuing field
investigations of the 1865-1870 Mormon
agrarian communities along the muddy River
near Overton, Nevada. The project, begun
in 1975, continues through interim semester
and summer field schools in historic archaeology. The current session began in midJanuary 1980.

Peter Schultz (Calif. Dept. of Parks &
Recreation) organized and led the
bioarchaeologr wor~shop, whichHwas centered
on the follow1ng subjects: "Bioarchaeology
in Old Sacramento~ (Peter Schultz);
"Butchering Patterns at Ventura Chinatown"
(Sherri Gust , Cal i f. Dept . of Parks and
Recreation); "Lovelock Chinatown" (Amy
Dansie, Nev. State Museum); "Anglo Butchering at Mission San Antonio" (Paul
Langenwalter, UC, Riverside); and "Bird
Remains in Historical Archaeology" (Dwight
Simons, UC, Davis).

Past field research has included extensive mapping of the settlements of New St.
Joseph and Sandy Town (Sand Bench). Although
more than 20 individual house ruins have been
recorded in detail, excavation has been
limited to 5 structures and adjoining outside
activity areas. Intensive surface collections
have been made in selected sample units.

Marley Brown III (Interagency Archaeological Services, San Francisco) organized
and led the urban archaeology workshop.
Topi cs included t,he nature of primary
historical sources pertaining to the city,
reconstr~cting urban landscapes from cartographic .sources, urban historical overviews,
research designs for urban historical
archaeology, management plans for urban
cultural resources, and field techniques
for the identification and evaluation of
archaeological resources in the city.
Principal participants were Roger and
Nancy Olmstead (Historical Consultants,
San Francisco), Allen Pastron and Jack
Pritchett (Archeo-Tech, Oakland), Adrian
and Mary Praet~ellis (Sonoma State Univ.),
Mary Hilderman Smith (Maritime Museum, S.F.),
Paulette Barclay (Sonoma State Univ.),
RobertCartier and Charlene Detlefs (Archaeologi ca1 Resource Management, San Jose),
James Clelland (Wirth Associates, San Diego).
Vance Bente {Greenwood and Associates, L.A.),
and Hans Kreutzberg (Office of Historic
Preservation, Sacramento).

Several participants in the project are
preparing papers and/or theses on material
collected: Richard ~cCarty's thesis
addresses questions concerning the settlement
pattern and irrigation system of Sandy Town.
Jane Kawelowski is undertaking a study of the
ceramics recovered from New St. Joseph. Tara
Shepperson and Claude Warren have completed
a paper on structural details of Mormon
dwellings as reconstructed from archaeological
data.
BLUE GOOSE SITE
The site of an early 20th-century
brothel was the subject of an historic
archaeology field study by students at the
University of Nevada, Las Vegas, during a
fall 1979 class conducted by Claude Warren.

•

The Blue Goose site is located approximately 35 miles southwest of Las Vegas in
the mining community of Goodsprings. The
brothel was a short-lived enterprise
during the boomtown years of World War I.
Brothels and bars were an integral part
of most mining communities; high ore prices
and resulting prosperity combined with a
transient male population to encourage
p ro s ti t uti o n •

The workshop on historic sites archaeology in the Sierra was organized and led by
Donald Hardesty (Univ. of Nevada, Reno).
Presentations included the following:
"Basque Archaeology and History in the
Sierra" (Michael Claytor and David Beesley,
Sierra College); "The Bodie-Coleville Project (Larry Kobori, Great Basin Associates,
Berkeley); "Historic Sites Resources on the
Tahoe National Forest" {Richard Markley,
Tahoe N.F.); "The New Melones Project"
{Julia Costello, Scientific Applications,
Inc.);."Historic Survey of ChineseAmericans in 19th Century California"
(Nancy Wey, San Jose); and "Coins from
Lovelock, Nevada" (Eurene Hattori, Desert
Research Institute).

During the recent study the Blue Goose
was mapped and a controlled surface collection was completed. No structures remained
on the site, a common situation in many
desert communities where buildings were
removed or dismantled due to the scarcity
of wood. Foundations had also been disturbed
and only faint rock alignments remained.
The surface collection of the site,by
areas was based on a stratified random
sample. Although the original artifactual
deposition had been badly disturbed by
bottle collectors and gun enthusiasts, the
collected assemblage was dominated by beer
bottles and crown caps. There were also
numerous liquor and wine bottles. Hair pins,

The third ·workshop will be held at the
Lowie Museum, Un1versit~ of California,
Berke1ey, in late May 1 80. Interested
persons who did not attend the second
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to5acco cans, beads and cold-cream jars also
reflected the lifestyle of the brothel's
inhabitants.
As a result of the Blue Goose investigation, 2 papers are in preparation. Roberta
Becker is focusing on the role of the brothel
in this mobile mining community, while Kim
Geary is concentrating on the trade networks of Goodsprings as reflected in the
bottles recovered from the Blue Goose site.
PAT OLSON

1/80

SOCIETY FOR HISTORIC ~RCHAEOLOGY/CONFERENCE
ON UNDERWATER ARCHAEOLOGY

wResearch Strategy for the Western.
American Frontier" (Donald Hardesty, Univ. of
Nevada, Reno)--The explosive growth of historic sites archaeology in the western U.S.
has taken place within a theoretical vacuum
... What must be accomplished within a short
time is the development of an appropriate
regional framework, with ranked goals and
agreed upon research strategies. In this
paper such a framework is considered for a
major western region: the Great Basin.
Explication of the frontier process is proposed as the top pri-0rity goal for the
region ... A research strategy built around
multiple hypothesis testing is considered as
a way of achieving the goal, and three
alternative models of the frontier process
are defined: the classic frontier model.
the MacArthur-Wi!son equilibrium model of
island biogeography, and the stochastic
colonization model. The paper concludes with
a discussion ot how documentary and archaeological data can be used to test the models."
"Region al Ethnic Settlement, or 'Birds
of a Feather ... tu (Julia G. Costello,
Scientific Applications, Inc., Sonora)--A
scattered settlement of Italian gold miners
in the New Melones project area has been
distinguished. Similar site attributes
include cabin platforms, schist fireplaces,
placer areas, and exterior stone ovens. A
concentration of these sites around the
Angels Creek drainage has suggested a
cohesive ethnic settlement during the 1860
to 1870 time period. Census data confirms
the presence of single male Ital tan. miners
in 1870 and indicates that the abandoned
sites may have been reoccupied by single male
Chinese miners in 1880."

•

Ceramics from a San Francisco
Site" (Donna M. Garaventa, Archeo-Tec,
Oakland}--The Chinese ceramics recovered
from the site known as 'NS'. a segment of
the on-going San FranciSco Waste l<Jater ..
Man-agemellt Program, constitute the largest
sample of Chinese ceramics found in an
archaeological context in San Francisco-and quite possibly on the entire west coast.
There are a minimum of 560 vessels which
include specimens of Utilitarian Brown Ware
(Jian you), as well as cups, bowls, plates,
spoons, and the like. On the basis of
Anglo-style ceramics which were intermixed
within this dump site, as well as archival
documentation, all the Chinese materials
were probably produced and then later
deposited throughout the 1880's into the
early 1900's.
Du~p

The Society for Historical Archaeology
held its 13th Annual Meeting in conjunction
with the 11th Annual Meeting of the Conferenceon Underwater Archaeology on January 8-11,
1980, in Albuquerque, N.M. California and
Nevada were well represented. One session
organized by Marley Brown was entitled
»The Urban and Mining Frontiers of
Nineteenth Century California: An Archaeological PerspecHve". Papers at this session
were the following (Ed. note: the following
are condensations of the paper abstracts
from these meetings):

•

New Melones Dam project, a number of early
mining areas were visited and mapped. Using
old photographs, lithographs, and historic
records, a suggested correlation between
on-the-ground features and early mining
techniques was developed. Generally, these
kinds of remains are lumped into a single
category called mining remains. We have
begun to develop a method by which different
extractive processes can be distinguished
from a general classification of 'mining
remains'. These distinctions are signfiicant
in interpreting the archaeology of gold
min·ing areas."

"Inte~~reti~g Early Mininl Remains"
(Leslie F. Lewis, Scientificpplications,
Inc., Sonora)--During the course of the
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"Chines~

. .. The ceramics from NS are importarrt
for the variety of vessels and the number
of sizes represented within the 'Celadon'
and "Four Seasons' patterns. The presentation will attempt to provide contemporary
examples of the archaeological prototypes
as a means of reinforcing the sense of
continuity as well as the dynamic points
of stylistic change."
"Urban Site Structure in Nineteen
Century Sacramento 0 (Adrian and Mary
Praetzellis, Sonoma State University)-During the summer.of 1979 archaeological
excavations were undertaken in central
Sacramento, California. Discrete refuse
deposits and other features dating from
the 1850s and associated with historically
identified businesses (hotels, oyster bars,
blacksmiths, etc.) were investigated. The
necessity of· determining, during the
planning stage, the extent of site disturbance, will be discussed in relation to
problems encountered on this project."
"Gold Rush Hulks: Historical Archaeology
on a Grand Scale along San Francisco's
Waterfront" (Allen Pastron and Jack Pritchett,
Archeo-Tec, Oakland)--Hulks of more than 150
Gold Rush ships are known to lie buried in
land fill"beneathtthe streets of San ~
Francisco. These are encountered regularly
during construction in the city ... Some of
the problems involved in the archaeological
location, detection, assessment of significance and formulation of strategies for
'mitigation' of buried ships are discussed
in this paper, using examples from three
recent ship finds. Problems of identification and assessment of potential significance
as a cultural resource are illustrated ... "

"Problems and Prospetts in Ninet~ertth
Century California Zooarc;hae~" (Sherri M.
Gust, Dept. of Parks and Recreation, .
Sacramento)--Interpretive problems in. the
analysis of mid-to-late nineteenth century
fauna assemblages are discussed. An overview of progress being made by current work
is given with emphasis on results of an
intensive study of the Old Sacramento
faun al remains.•
"Historical Archaeology as a Study of
Folklife--An Examole in Somersville, Calif.
(James Deetz, University of California,
Berkeley).
Other papers in other sessions were these:
"The Analysis of the Faunal Remains from
Mission San Anton.io de Padua, California"
(Larry McKee and Paul Langenwalter, UC,
Berkeley and Riverside)--This paper (began)
with a short history of the mission and
archaeological investigations that were
undertaken there. The provenience data for
the different faunal samples analyzed are
presented. The analytic methods employed
are discussed with a summary of the data base.
The second portion concentrates on
spec_ies, butchering patterns, and systems of
animal use. Also discussed is the possible
continuation of aboriginal ceremonial
practices indicated by the presence of
particular faunal species. Special emphasis
is placed on a primary butchery· scatter
associated with the post-secularization
occupation of the mission by acculturated
Native Americans.•
"Butch~tin

Practitel artd Historic
Phil lip Wa ker, UC, Santa
Barbara)--~ .. Data from historical sources
is presented regarding differences in the
butchering styles of the major ethnic groups
that occupied California during the nineteenth century. This literary data is then
used to devise predictions regarding the
archaeological record. Finally, these predictions are compared with evidence from
faun al col lecti ans and the theoretical
significance of incongruities between the
historical sources and the archaeological
d~ta are discussed."
Archaeology

"Rock Art through the Looking Glass: The
Undetwater Archaeology of 4-LAn-188" (David S.
Whitley, Sandra K. Uchitel and C. William
Clewlow, Jr., Ancient Enterprises, Inc.,
Santa Monica)--The archaeological site of
4-LAn-188, Westlake Village, Los Angeles
County, California, consists of a midden
deposit and an adjacent rockshelter. Brief
investigations at the site in the early 1900's
noted aboriginal pictographs within the rock
overhang. Subsequent construction of the
Westlake Dam resulted in the inundation of
the site and recent archaeological and historical research in the area suggests that
4-LAn-188 was a Chumash village visited by
the Spanish explorer Portola in 1776.
Efforts to locate and record the archaeological site and rock art are documented and
inferences concerning the historical importance of 4-LAn-188 are presented."
"Arrastras: Unique Western Milling Sites"
(Roger E. and Marsha C. S. Kelly, National
Park Service, San Francisco)--Throughout the
West during the nineteenth and twentieth
centuries, circular lined pits were used to
reduce ores by gyratory curshing. These
'arrastras' as short-term occupation sites
offer useful means to historical archaeologists
and others in a variety of research questions.
... Each milling site as a specialized activity
area was a node in economic networks and
settlement distribution patterns. From 'Gold
Rush' eras to the 1930's, the basic form did
not change although power sources, installation methods, and complexity of associated
machinery did change. Many arrastra sites
are clearly seasonal occupations and re
reflected national economics. All arrastra
sites are 'mini-industrial archaeological'
resources as well as significant historic
technology. Research potentials will be
discussed using examples from California."
"Double or Nohhing: Possible Reasons for
Two Foundations at the Martinez Adobe"
(Pr1sc1lla Wegars, Univ. of Idaho, Moscow)-The Martinez Adobe in Pinole, California, was
built about 1836 and bulldozed around 1955.
Recent excavations have revealed that the
building had a second foundation, offset
about six inches, which was superimposed
upon the first, a phenomenon which seems to
be unique in adobe construction. This
double foundation was not part of the initial
building phase, and must have been added
during repairs necessitated by any one of
several causes, including a pre-1906 earthquake, faulty construction, weather damage,
or structural alterations. While no evidence
was found archaeologically to favor one the
theory over another, it is suggested that a
combination of factors may have been present,
and that the accidental collapse of part of
the building might have been accelerated by
a decay of the fabric, leading to a deliberate
dismantling of the remainder and a rebuilding
of the structure in its entirety.•

"Shell Beads to Glass Bangles: The
Growth of Ch1efdoms in Southern Cal1fornia
History" (David S. ~hitley, Ancient Enterprises, Inc., Santa Monica)--The arrival
of the Spanish in California and subsequent
missionization of the Chumash Indians of
Ventura County, CAiifornia, resulted in
substantial economic, political and sociological changes wi.thin the native population. Changes in the distributio_n of
aboriginal monetary wea1th, as inferred
from the occurrence of Olivella shell
beads found in a series of 1nland Chumash
sites, provide. a means of measuring the
changes ·in the economic hierarchy of a
portion of the Lulapin Chumash. The
changing distribution of these datable
monetary items is described and compared
to changes in the population structure
and political system during the historic
period.•

"Cer·amic Dolls ·as Time· Markers in
Historif Archaeology" (Jack Pritchett, ArcheoTec Oakland)--Cerarnic dolls--bisque and
por~elain--are commonly encountered in
archaeological deposits dating from the
nineteenth century. Since the clothing and
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hairstyles portrayed on dolls v.aried with
·the fashions current at the time of manufacture, these traits can often be used
as chronological indicators to date the
dolls. Data from a corpus of dolls and
doll fragments recovered during archaeological work in San Francisco are examined
with an eye to dating them. The artifacts
were recovered from land fill contexts of
precisely known age .. Analysis of the doll
styles reveals that many date from several
decades before the period of documented
deposition at the sites.

made ware and post-contact imported ware.
This article discusses the implications of
the presence of this pottery in showing
contact with the desert and Central Valley,
post-contact European trade with the orient,
trade with Mexico, and contact with Mission
San Buevaventura. In addition, as the
major portion of these sherds came from
the San Buenaventura Mission, the validity
of including pottery made by neophytes at
northern missions within the taxon of
Tizon Brown Ware is strongly questioned."

The heirloom value of dolls is proposed
as an explanation for this finding. Comparison is made with datable bottles
recovered at the same sites. Because ·of
the 'longevity' of dolls, as opposed to
other commonly encountered artifact types
in historical sites, it is suggested that
caution be used in treating them as time
markers."

•

Book§helf
For California publications, add 6%
sales tax. UCB charges $2.00 service/mailing
charge for 1-3 books, $3.50 for 3-6, $5.00
for more than 6 books; UCLA charges 60¢ per
volume. Ballena Press adds 85¢ per order.

"Historical A_r£._haeology, Anthropology
and Folklife Studies" (James Deetz, UC,
Berkeley)--In view of the current controversies concerning the proper role of
historical archaeology in anthropological
research and the extent to which historical
archaeology is or ever can be a science,
it seems instructive to reconsider the
proper pl ace of historical archaeology in
the social sciences. One of the main
justifications for historical archaeology
beyond the testing of hypotheses and the
attempted derivation of covering laws of
behavior is that it provides access to
the history of f'olk culture in America •
With the rapidly increasing interest in
folklife within folklore, it seems obvious
that historical archaeology relates at
least as much to folklore as it does to
anthropology in its attention to expressive
culture. Recent work by such schola.rs as
Glassie and Vlach is 6f major importance
to the historical archaeologist and serves
to highlight the strong relationship
between the work of these scholars and that
of many of us in historical archaeology.
A recent joint research program between
folklorists and historic archaeologists
in northern Nevada illustrates these points.•

Baumhoff, M.A. and Robert I. Orlins. "An
Archaeological Assay on Ory Creek,
Sonoma County, Californii, Contribution,
No. 4.0, Archaeological Research Facility,
University of California, Berkeley CA
94720. October, 1979. 255 pp., $8.00.
11

Busby, Colin I. "The Prehistory and Human
Ecology of Garden and Coal Valleys: A
Contribution to the Prehistory of Southeastern Nevada," Contribution, No. 39.
Archaeological Research Facilit~, Univ.
of California, Berkeley, CA 947 0.
August 1979. 266 pp., $7.50.
Clewlow, C. Wm., Jr., David S. Whitley, and
Ellen L. Mccann, eds. "Archaeological
Investigations at the Ring Brothers Site
Complex, Thousand Oaks, California,"
Monograph, No. 13, Institute of Archaeology,
Univ. of California, Los Angeles, CA 90024.
(December?) 1979. (no pp. given), $7.00.
Margolin, Malcolm. The Ohlone Way. Berkeley:
Heydey Books, 1979.
Merriam, C. Hart, "Indian Names for Pl ants
and Animals among Californian and other
Western North American Tribes," (assembled
and annotated by Robert F. Heizer), Ballena
Press Publ.ications in Archaeologl'• ·
Ethnology and History, No. 14,allena
Press, P.O. Box 1366, Socortto, NM 87801.
1979. 296 pp., $12.95 (paper covers}.

Underwater Archaeolo~y sessions included
•inundated Terrestrial S1tes in California-the New Melones Dam Project" Robert A. Taylor,
Science Applications;--rnc:-; Sonora); and
"F8A-39: An Inundated Abori inal Fishin Site"
(James
uc e, a om 1g , an ar1no -With respect to the latter, investigations
at F8A-39, near Point Dume, California, have
uncovered what appears' to have been a late
Chumash fishina site. The site consists of
a number of·shallow reefs, representing small
islets at a time of lower water level, which
contain a large assemblage of fishing related
tools, organic material, and what may be
portions of a Chumash canoe."

•

Pritchett, Jack and Allen Mclntyre •. "The
Running Springs Ranch Site~ Archaeoiogical
Investigations at Ven-65 and Ven-261,"
Monogra¥h~
No. 12, Institute of
·
Archaeo o~*' University of California, Los
Angeles,
90024. (November?) 1979. $7.00.
(

from Muwu,
Coastal
umas Vi age
Ho y
Love, UCLA, and Rheta Re!Qlick, CSU, Northridge)
--A ceramic collection from the excavation of
Muwu, a coastal Chumash Indian village, h.as
been analyzed. The ceramics consist of
Native American-ware, non-abc.riginal mission

Van Camp, Gena R. "Kumeyaay Pottery; Paddleand-Anvil Techniques of Southern
California," Ballena Press Anthrogological
Papers, No. 15, Ballena Press, P .• Box
1366, Socorro, NM 87B01. 1979. 123 pp.,
$6.95.
Wells, Helen F. and C. Wm. C7ew7 ow, Jr. "In7 and
Chumash Archaeology: An Annotated Biblio~
graphy, ... Occas'fonaT:h)lt! r',"rfo·> 4 ,'Tosti ttite
of Archaeo'lo)Iy, UCLA.· 35 pp-:--nf.d.), $3.oo.
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SCA NEWS
REJOINDER TO ROBERT CART! ER'S

CO~MENTS

•

sites in these areas have been
discovered ... , but'no flunian b'ur1al
remains have oeen located in tflese
areas." (underlining mine).

Dr. Robert Cartier's response to my
discussion at the May 19 SCA Executive
Committee meeting (see SCA Newsletter,
Vol. 13, No. 4, pages 17 and 22, September
1979) concerning his behavior in regard
to compliance with the Santa Clara County
Indian Buri al Ordinance requires further
comment. Dr. Cart1er is correct that my
statements were made for political reasons.
One of SCA's objectives is the preservation
of California's archaeological record.
Many consultants have become involved in
the field of archaeology for the purpose of
making money·off of California's cultural
resources. In doing this, they frequently
write reports or do other actions which
result in unnecessary destruction of the
archaeological record. I believe it is
necessary to openly discuss questionable
behavior on the part of those doing
cultural resource management work. My
comments concerning Dr. Cartier are consistent with SCA's goal of protecting
California's cultural resources. I shall
first discuss the issue of Dr. Cartier's
non-compliance with the Santa Clara County
Indian Burial Ordinance and then I will
discuss the accusations made by Dr, Cartier.

Besides the fact that Dr. Cartier was
less than honest in denying his discovery of
human bone the ordinance does not require
the discov~ry of human bone for determination
of the presence of a burial site. In my
experience in the Santa Clara County area,
I have found that any site with chipped stone
artifacts and fire altered rocks has a high
potential of containing burials. A site
with as many surface artifacts as SCl-106
can be expected to contain human burials.
The test pit which contained human bone was
near a surface find of a clam tube bead, an
artifact usually found in mortuary contexts.
By not complying with the County Ordinance
Dr. Cartier was able to excavate more at ~he
site and receive more financial compensation
than if the Committee had recommended against
unnecessary excavation at SCl-106.
Bea Woodard is an American Indian member
of the Santa Clara County Indian Buri al Grounds
Advisory Committee who has worked for the protection of burial sites in the Santa Clara
County area for at least four years. She has
attended numerous City Council and Board of
Supervisors meetings, made innumerable phone
calls and organized meetings of American
Indians concerning the protection of burial
grounds. Bea is recognized by the Native
American Heritage Commission as the contact
person for the Santa Clara ~aunty are~.
Because of her involvement in protecting
Native Californian sites Bea has more than
once run into Dr. Cartier.

The Santa Clara County Burial Ordinance
contains a section concerning the discovery
of burial sites. This section states:
"Upon discovering or unearthing any
burial site as evidenced by human
skeletal remains or artifacts, the
person making such discovery shall
immediately notify the County Coroner
and County Engineer. No further
disturbance of the site may be made
except as authorized by the County
Engineer in accord with provisions
of this ordinance." (Section B6-18,
Chapter II, Division B6, Santa Clara
County Ordinance Code No. NS.-508.2)

•

Dr. Cartier mentions my call to Dr.
Bernard Goldner of the Santa Clara County
Water District. I made this call because Bea
had complained to Dr. Goldner concerning Dr.
Cartier's non-compliance with the Burial
Ordinanace and I wished to confirm the validity
of her complaint.

Human bone was found at SCl-106 in Unit
47N90E. Dr. Cartier excavated this unit
with Gerrit Fenenga. Gerrit says they field
identified a human phalange. Gerrit's draft
report describing the faunal remains from
SCl-106 was given to Dr. Cartier at the end
of the first week of March 1969. This
report contained two tables listing the
presence of six human bones.
In a letter of April 6, 1979, Dr. Cartier
informed the Indian Burial Grounds Advisory
Committee that:
"My firm has been working on the
archae.ol ogi cal survey and testing
of the Almaden and Cross Valley
Alignment of a large pipeline for
the Santa Clara Valley Water District,
Di s t r i c t , ... Pre h i s to r i c arch a e o l og i c al

After our complaints to Dr. Goldner and
Dr. Cartier's letter of April 6, 1979, Dr.
Cartier called a special meeting of the Santa
Clara County Indian Buri al Grounds Advisory
Committee, ostensibly to discuss compliance
with the ordinance. Bea did not attend the
meeting of the committee because she believed
the law should be followed and a meeting for
Dr. Cartier's purposes was unnecessary. At
this meeting an attempt was made to have Bea
Woodard removed because of her complaints.
Also at this meeting, Dr. Cartier's Ohlone
observer Ray Marquez brought a box of human
bones which Linda King had turned over to
Dr. Cartier for reburial at SCl-64, one of
the sites where Dr. Cartier was working.
A n umb e r o f b ur i a l s fro m S Cl - 6 4 h ad bee n
stored at West Valley College. Most of these
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burials had been collected from an area disturbed by road grading in 1973. The salvage
work was directed by Chuck Anderson, a
student at West Valley College. He later
took the burials he had excavated to Long
Beach State University for analysis. Llnda
and I took these burials back to San Jose
in 1976, and they were stored in a locked
file cabinet at West Valley College after
that date. While in Long Beach the burials
were stored part of the time in a garage.
Another burial from the site was given to
the Ohlones by a private citizen and they
had us store it until it could be reburied.
The burials excavated by Chuck Anderson had
all been badly damaged by gophers or ground
squirrels and most bones were gnawed~ It
is Dr~-carti~r's contention that this gn~wtng
occurred during curation.
A final issue raised by Dr. Cartier is
the objection of myself and other conservation oriented archaeologists to his plan ~o
excavate in the central midden of SCl-64.
Our objections were because we didn't want
him to damage what is left of the site. Dr.
Cartier called the meeting at which we made
our objections for the stated purpose of
obtaining our input. At this meeting he
told Glenda Foster, Chris Pierce, Julia
Hammett and myself that he would not
excavate in the midden. However, afterwards,
he did excavate in the midden at SCl-64.
If Dr. Cartier is sincerely interested in
research he should be trying to integrate
presently existing data rather than dig up
more.
CHESTER KING

EXEC LIT IVE corMITTEE rHWTES -

11/19/79

October 19, 198Cl
Long Beach, CA

Committee Members Present: Chuck James,
Chester King, Russ Kaldenberg, Linda King,
Paul Chace, Ron May, Jane Gothold.
Visitors: Barbara Baker, Mary Brown, Bob
Cartier, Phyllis Chace, Susan Chapman,
Keith Dixon, Frank Fenenga, James Fitting,
Nancy French, Bobby Greenwood, Don Laylander,
Mike Mcintyre, Jane Rosenthal, Lesley SchuppWessel, Terry Schuster, Clay Singer, Nancy
Walter, Rick Wessel, Chris White, Daniel
Whitney.
Chuck called the meeting to order and
announced that legal counsel has advised the
membership not to discuss pending litigation.
He hated to say it, as so many of the general
members were there to discuss the issue, but
negotiations were delicate. Clay Singer
asked 1f a legal brief was filed, and was
given a copy. Chester King was upset about
the advice not to talk about the case and
because he had not received any information
on the suit.
Paul Chace moved to table the discussion
until the next meeting; Russ Kaldenberg
seconded. Vote: unanimous.

•
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Treasurer's Report--Jane asked if we really
ought to publish the statement each month (in
the Newsletter). Linda King replied that it
really should be the Editor's decision.
Chuck then asked if there is an accounting
of the memberships· from the Annual Meeting?
Paul Chace said that he could not get
accurate data. The general concensus was that
anyone who claims to have paid membership a
the San Luis Obispo Annual Meeting and whose
money was inadvertently lost, ought to be
ad_ded to the membership roster'.~
Russ Kaldenberg suggested that SCA'run
an ad in the Newsletter. Susan Chapman also
suggested taat we JUSt i~e who does not get
a Newsletter and complains. It was pointed
out that no one would know if he/she was
omitted. General concensus was to run the ad.
Chuck. James asked_ i f we _ought to request_
copies of cancelled checks, but Russ
Kaldenberg stated that we really ought to
accept their word of our members.
1980 Annual Meetings--Chuck said that
Clewett, Boynton, Datta, and Henn are actively
working on the committee.
It will fall
during Easter. We can announce either by
the Newsletter or by separate mailing.
Camping is possible, or motels at a cost of
up to $30 a night. Chuck urges everyone
from the south to attend; it was pointed
out that it has been just as hard for those
in the north to drive south as it will be
for the southerners to drive north. Travel
to Redding by means other than cars may
pose problems.
linda King does not think
that members wil 1 get there ihis year.
Chuck James countered that it is really the
first time the northern area has had a
meeting and we are asking the membership to
join the north. Nancy Walter asked if
Redding supported the E.R.A.? There was no
answer from the floor. There was considerable
discussion about transit methods. Linda King
suggested that the District Clearinghouses
coordinate efforts. Clay Singer pointed out
that the arrangements must be made by January.
Riverside Clearin house re uest--Russ said
t at ary rown nee s
nanc1a help, about
$150 a year. Russ moved and Paul Chace seconded
seconded that $180 be allocated for the
Riverside District. Ron May pointed out that
copies of letters from the districts need to
be sent to the Executive Committee so that
the officers know what is going on. He
added that many of t~e DCs probably do not
write any letters and that we will never know
what is going on without a permanent record.
Nancy Walter protested that she has written
over 70 letters ind that the extra mailing
would be prohibitive. May continued that we
are not talking about individuals but the
whole state and we still do not know what, if
anything, the others are doing. Kaldenberg
noted that an avocational society was appointed
in the Riverside District and that since they
lack the facilities and privileges of other
institutions to do the work, we need to ·.
support the Riverside Clearinghouse. Chester
King stated that we ought to consider each
DC on a case by case basis. Clay Singer
asked if we have a standing committee and if
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we are getting our money's worth. Jane
Gothold offered the opinion that each DC will
have to justify its funding request with
documentation. Linda King asked if the money
exists to fund the DCs? Chuck James suggested
that we need to itemize our expenses.
Chuck then asked Walter i f she could offer
her phone bill. There was an amendment to add
$60 to the District 7 (Los Angeles) Clearinghouse for phone expenses. Vote on both
expenditures: Unanimous.
Legal Counsel--Kaldenberg noted that at
the previous meeting in San Francisco he
moved that we consider Dr. Daniel Whitney as
legal counsel. Ron May pointed out that Or.
Whitney ts a tenured anthropologist a·t sa·nDiego State University, Dept. of Anthropology,
and attorney for the Archaeological Resource
Management Society. Chuck James then queried
Whitney about peer review.
Dr. Whitney
stated that SCA has an obligation, but you
have to be careful not to libel those who
are reviewed. It should be done in a professional manner. He noted that the California
Environmental Quality Act requires peer review
and th.at would be one defense. Clay Singer
asked if he were aware of the Geological
Society of America. Ron May noted that the
geologists working in the state are licensed by
the State of California. There are procedures
for removing licenses, but we do not have that
power.
·
There was discussion as to fees. Dr.
Whitney offered a letter and stated that while
it might not make sense to most people, he was
not in law to make money. He offered to act
as counsel for $50 a month as he does for ARMS.
He would need expenses for trips, would answer
questions off the cuff, and would donate much
of his time free. Chuck then asked i f he
could investigate liability insurance. Dr.
Whitney noted that it depended upon what the
SCA wants in the way of insurance--you could
not get insurance for punitive damages, for
instance. Whitney advised looking into professional malpractice. He also pointed out
that insurance companies have their own
attorneys to fight battles; thus this would
not be an expense to the SCA. He noted that
the SCA had some contact with Cummins Insurance
last year and that we ought to investigate
through Cummins and other groups.
Chester King noted that San Diego County
Butte County, and Riverside County seem to be
the only places where archaeologists are
spunky enough to pursue litigation and that
this aspect is what he is interested in, in
retaining· SCA general counsel. Chuck James
asked Dr. Whitney i f he could help Keith
Johnson on the Plumas cases. Dr. Whitney
noted that long distance calls are one problem and knowledge of loi:;al rules are another.
He stated'that attorneys need to communicate.
Chester King then asked him if he had ever
worked with the California Indian Legal
Service and Dr. Whitney noted that he had
worked on the Reading Site Grading Case in
which CILS attorney Lester Marston did much
of the preliminary work. Russ Kaldenberg
asked if he could read the minutes to advise

l!!? of potential problems;

that he could.
costs.

Dr. Whitney said
Chuck then moved back to the

Ron May then suggested that the SCA
retain Dr. Whitney until the next Executive
Committee takes office. Paul Chace suggessuggest 6 months; someone suggested $300.
Chuck wanted control of the costs and thinks
the procedures could be worked out. Dr.
Whitney noted that you really want to save
the legal advice for the big matters. Paul
Chace moved that Dr. Whitney and Chuck James
draft a contract; James seconded. Russ
Kaldenberg wanted an amendment with a time
frame. Paul Chace suggested that the next
meeting be the deadline. James suggested
that·it -1 ast until th-e next term of office
in April. Chester King asked if there
would be any conflict in the current litigation and Dr. Whitney said no. When asked
if he could discuss this with Steve Amundson
of Luce, Forward, Hamilton. & Scripps, James
interjected that we really could not discuss
the case. Dr. Whitney noted that he ought
to be retained independent of the litigation
case, thus avoiding any possible conflicts
in advice. He would call Amundson and
inform them of the association as general
counsel.
Paul Chace withdrew his motion. Russ
Kaldenberg and Ron May urged the Executive
Committee to retain Dr. Whitney that night
so that SCA might benefit from his expertise
in matters between then and the next
meeting. Dr. Whitney offered to work for
the SCA for $500 between then (Oct. 19, 1
1979) and the new term (April 1980). Ron
May moved and Russ Kaldenberg seconded to
retain Dr. Whitney and appropriate $500 to
serve the SCA as general counsel until the
end of the 1979-80 Executive Committee term.
Vote: Unanimous.

•
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Dr. Keith Dixon then asked Chu ck James
for guidelines on who and when to call for
advice from Dr. Whitney. Chester King
noted that any advice rendered could run
the risk of exceeding the budget. Chuck
James then declared that he and the two
vice presidents should channelize the
requests.
Dr. Whitney clarified that he really
believes in W.hat the SCA does and as an
anthropologist has an affinity for the
issues; thus he will not charge us for
all the advice rendered. There was considerable discussion ab wt formalizing
legal request procedures and finally Linda
King moved and Jane Gothold seconded that
a separate notice be published from the
minutes announcing that any member or DC
wishing legal advice must go through the
president or one of the vice presidents.
Vote: Unanimous.
Chuck James moved for a 10-minute break
until 10:35.
Insurance--Paul Chace referred to a
letter report and suggested that the one
price quote we have ought be be referred
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to our counsel. Chuck complained that we do
not have the full conditions on the insurance
or explanation as to what they mean. Paul
suggested that James contact Glenn Cummins.
James asked if Dr. Whitney might investigate
and explain it. Russ Kaldenberg noted that
we need liability insurance and that he is
not sure that we have it. Chuck was concerned about people at our meetings. Dr.
Whitney noted that all the SCA can be held
liable for is the balance of the treasury,
not i ndi vi dual property. The only way an
individual can be attacked is i f he/she
exceeds his/her authority. Russ Kal~enberg
stated that we really ought not to spend
much time on this issue. Dr. Whitney
offered to check with the American Anthropological Association to see if they can
help.

spoken to the SCA Executive Committee.
Various members stated that conversations with
·Bill S~1del had taken place after SAI submitted the draft for review, but none could
recall any formal request prior to submittal.
Chuck James then asked Dr. Fitting to
respond to that question. He replied that
the lack of a cover letter had cast a bad
lioht on the issue, but that it would have
explained everything. He went into the
background of discussion of the 1966 Historic
Preservation Act in meetings in 1967-68 and
his efforts to include archaeology in the
allocation of funds to preserve historic
structures. He stated 'that by the early
1970's some funds had been allocated to
archaeology in state programs and that the
situation was improvin9 as years passed.
Between 1972 and 1975, Dr. Fitting had worked
on an Historic Preservation Plan to channel
2%-17% of the funding to archaeology. He
noted that Michigan used 26% of its funding
for archaeology programs. Fred Warner's
model from Connecticut was cited as a case
similar to that proposed with SCA here in
California. Dr. Fitting calculated that SCA
officers could charge $25 an hour as donate
time to cover our part of the match; he
noted that the expertise in the room at this
meeting could probably bill out to $3000,
based upon that model. Dr. Fitting added
that he had worked with Bill Seidel in 1976
on HUD projects and that the project under
discussion grew out of that relationship .

Plumas County gfant deed ca~e~-The SCA
was given a deed with a time limit to clear
all the artifacts off a site before bulldozing. SCA was not notified that this
was done. James said he was surprised
that Plumas County did not contact anyone
or have the SCA sign any legal documents.
He said that the San Dieg6 County Arthaeological Societ~ v. Los Compadres was cited
as 1egal prece enf and SCA was gt. ven a
2-year period to salvage. Clay Singer
asked Dr. Whitney if this is a legal action.
Dr. Whitney said he would look into it. He
also asked the more important question as
to what will happen at the end of 2 years.
Chuck James protested that we cannot let
this become a precedent. Ron May noted
that this does not involve the SDCAS v.
Compadres suit at all, as that suit involved
grading during an EIR to avoid mitigation
and the Compadres people still had to fund
a salvage.

Dr. Fitting focused upon several concerns.
First, the mandates of the California SHPO
have become increasingly concerned with
archaeology over historic structures. Second,
the draft was designed to consider Bill
Seidel's and SHPO' s needs and was presented
in a format for that purpose. He recognized
that the SCA might have other ideas, but felt
that this was a good starting point. Dr.
Fitting stated that it was his understanding
that there would be about $200 of planning
and survey money available for 1980 and that
this was an attempt to channelize some of
that for California archaeology. He stated
that the time frame for action ~ad escalated
and that he need~d to get it to the SCA as
soon as possible so.that Seidel could place
it into action. If we missed this year,
there would always be next year:

Scientific Applications, Inc. proposal
--SAI has proposed to the SCA that we
make a joint venture with them to apply to
the State Department of Parks and Recreation
for a matching-funds grant to develop a
research design for the entire State of
California. Chuck noted that an error
resulted in the Executive Committee's not
receiving a cover letter explaining that
it was a model of a possible proposal, thus
leading to the confusion that prompted so
many officers to feel that the name of the
SCA was improperly used. Our "matching
funds" would be in time only and not a
cash outlay by the membership. SAI, on the
other hand, would receive cash from the
grant to cover some of their time. Much
of the clerical time and all of that
covered in the preparation would be donated.

•

Dr. Fitting stated that Seidel thought
the SCA would be a good vehicle since similar
groups in other states have received the
funds in the past. He did not intend, nor
did Seidel, that SAI be involved. It was
only that clerical staff at SAI did the typing
and copying. He urged the SCA to change the
cover letter, edit the draft, and get on the
bus to try to get the bucks back into archaeology. Russ Kaldenberg asked Dr. Fitting if
he had a contract between SAI and SHPO? Dr.
Fitting replied, "No". Linda King requested
that SAI's role be explained in the proposed
joint venture. Dr. Fitting explained that
any group would be just fine, not just SAI .
He noted that SAi has the facil.ities and
personnel to do the job. He added th•t he
is trying only to get something acceptable to

Paul Chace moved that the SCA not adopt
this proposal. Chuck James seconded the
motion. Ron May noted that Dr. James
Fitting took the time to come all the way
to Long Beach from La Jolla and that we
ought to discuss it all. Russ said that
at least one SCA member was upset because
it appeared that we may be cramming it down
the throats of everyone working in
CalifQrnta. Linda King wanted to know if
the State Historic P,reservation. Offiice had
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the State. He thought he could facilitate
things by sending a draft out before the
meeting.
Kaldenberg was concerned that Bill Seidel
did not send an RFP for peer application. Dr.
Fitting responded that this is just a proposal
for general funding and that once funds were
allocated RFP's could be advertised. Russ
suggested this might be considered an investment. Fitting noted he had worked on the
project for 12 years and felt a personal
desire to see the program work in California.
Linda King, Russ Kaldenberg, and Chester King
simultaneously noted that they were pretty
stunned to see the proposal in the form in
which it was sent.
Chester King was concerned over SAI's
connection with the military-industrial complex and the attendant moral implications
that this might have for the membership in
such a joint venture. He asked what Michigan
did with the funds they received; he perpersonally believed there is currently far
too much money floating around and that it
might be more healthy to starve archaeologists back to the track of research. Dr.
Fi t t i ng re s p on de d th a t th e re was wo r k a t
the Travis Corridor, Dr. Peebles' survey,
the Kalamazoo survey, a doubled staff,
funding of regional offices for recordkeeping, historic preservation funding, and
the first phase of a planned effort to
(1) build a data base; (2) identify gaps
in research data; ( 3) study the impact of
applied archaeology; (4) analyze the
available manpower; and (5) develop background scenarios. In the second year, he
continued, there was a synthetic study of
past performance with attendant scenarios
of recommendations, estimates of recovery
costs, loading studies, and preparation of
3 drafts, submitted for review and comment;
$5000 was expended for publication and
circulation at the Conference on Michigan
Archaeology. Chester asked if this had
actually led to an increase in destruction
by archaeologists becoming more willing to
excavate and write off as salvaged. Chester
stated that he had personally lost faith
in the California SHPO.
Chuck James interjected that SCA has no
obligations. If we did apply, we still
would have no obligations to contract with
anyone until the funds came through, and
would still have the option to back out.
Dr. Fitting agreed. Chuck then asked if the
there was still time to act. Dr. Fitting
thought there is about 3 years. Chuck
asked if we would be responsible for soliciting RFP's. Dr. Fitting felt this would be
a job for SHPO. Chuck stated rhetorically
that he h.ated to see "the baby thrown out
with the bath~ater". He noted that Fitting's
model seemed to be a continuum with the 1~77
Kuhn report. Dr. Fitting noted there is an
urgency pl aced_ upon the situation by SHPO for
immediate action. Chuck asked if he knew of
Marley Brown's ideas on revisions of the
Historic Preservation Act; Dr. Fitting
rep 1 i ed, "No". Chuck noted that if Brown's
revisions were to come about, there would be
an amphasis upon state planning. Chuck
announced that he saw merits in the proposal due to the increasing issue of regional

planning, but added that there were also
some inherent problems. Russ Kaldenberg
requested information on how much money
would go into the actual archaeology and
how much would the contractor (SA!?)
assume as corporate profit. Dr. Fitting
stated that SA! has open books and runs
on a 7-10% profit margin. Fitting added
that the government tells SA! what they
can make and that SAI would not consider
this a marketing venture.
Dr. Jane Rosenthal asked why the State
is concerned--planning or site significance?
Dr. Fitting responded that both were their
concerns. Dr. Rosenthal reflected that the
SCA might not be the kind of vehicle for
this kind of _venture. Dr. Fitting remark_ed
that this paralleled the Kuhn report. Paul
Chace said that as he had stated an hour
earlier, he would vote no on this issue.
Chester King noted a need for data on
how work has been done in the state, but
we also need to know how it might run out
of control. Russ Kaldenberg cautioned that
the SCA might not be able to charge time in
conjunction with a profit-making group. Dr.
Whitney responded that he did not know whe
legal details, but saw no initial problem.
Kaldenberg stated that he did not want to
slam the door on the venture, but that we
really need more time to think it over and
discuss it with the membership. Ron May
stated that he had a problem with SAI's
name on the letterhead, particularly since
SCA is involved with peer review of New
Melones Dam and SAI is the prime contractor
on that contract. KaldenberCJ noted that
even if SAI 's name were off the current
draft, SAI still donated the labor and
materials. Dr. Fittina clarified that SAI
did pay his time, but ~aw no problem in
merely removing SAI 's name if that w~s the
problem. Dr. Fitting added that the Kuhn
report is really committeeism and that one
really needs centralized output.

•

Russ Kaldenberg asked what Dr. Mike
Moratto's role would be, noting that his
vita was attached to the venture package.
Dr. Fitting noted that Moratto was instrumental in the last draft and that following
March/April 1980 he would be available.
Dr. Fitting noted that while he is not free
due to his job with SAI, Dr. Moratto would
be free to carry out the demands of the
venture. Dr. Fitting advised the SCA Executive Committee not to go with the proposal
if they feel uneasy with it. Linda King
suggested that we not do anything right
now, but plan a symposium on the subject
for the SCA Annual Meeting in Redding.
Kaldenberg agreed that this would be a
good plan. Kaldenberp brought all attention
back to the Chace and James proposal to
d~fer action and drop the issue.
Vote:
Unanimous.
Chuck then moved on to the issue raised
by Dr. Robert Cartier concerning the SCA .
Data Sharing Meeting. Dr. Cartier complained
that he was introduced in a manner which he
felt to be unprofessional. Chester King
defended himself, saying that the reason
Dr. Cartier went on the agenda after 4:30
was due to a late entry. Chester added
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that he might have been out of place and that
perhaps the Data Sharing meeting was not the
proper formm for the discussion. There was
considerable discussion between King and
Cartier about the interpretations of data,
procedures, duties, facts,and other perceptions. Chuck James interjected th at the
problem seemed to center around statements
Chester King made as an officer representing
the SCA Executive Committee or as an indi- ·
vidual giving personal opinions. Chuck noted
that he was not polled for an opinion and
doubted that the balance of the Executive
Committee's opinion was reflec1;ed. Ch_e~t_er
King mused as to whether or not an elected
officer needs the Executive Committee's
permission. Chuck James refined the issue
to distinguish between peer review and
personal expression. Dr. Cartier stated
that he only wanted a forum at this SCA
Executive Committee Meeting, not a lawsuit.
He stated that he had had this wish and
withdrew his complaint.

Russ Kaldenberg announced that a severe
earthquake had damaged the Imperial Valley
Coll~ge Museum in El Centro and that the
BLM was doing everything it could to find
temporary quarters for the collections and
data. Russ requested a donation from the
SCA. Ron May moved and Kaldenberg seconded
to donate $25 to IVC Museum to help defray
telephone costs. Chuck James asked
Kaldenberg to write a letter to Jay Von
Werlhof and an article for.the Newsletter.
Vote: Unanimous.
Chuck announced that he has the
Nominations Committee working and that John
Foster is the contact person.

Chuck then moved on to suggest that the
SCA form a committee to establish guidelines for peer review. He suggested Ed
Clewett as Chairman and Ron May as a member
of the committee. Paul Chace so moved and
Jane Gothold seconded to establish a Peer
Review Committee. Vote: Unanimous, w~
Ron May abstaining.

EXECUTIVE

Historic Guidelines--Paul Chace had no
comment. No one .had received any comments
from the publication of the 1978-79 Historic
Committee Report.

Members Present: Chuck James, Paul Chace,
Linda King, Russ Kaldenbe~gi Chester King,
Ron May, Nancy Walter (proxy for Jane Gothold),
Chris White (proxy for Ron May in the afternoon).

NEW BUSINESS: Nancy Walter of District 7
noted that sne had received complaints from
a member who wished the SCA to censure
another SCA member. There was concensus
that we did not have evidence of violation
of any ethics rules under our current
By-laws. Thus there were no grounds for
censure.

Others Present: Stsve Amundson, Steve Craig,
Orton Knutson, Dan Larson, Don Laylander, Rick
Wessel, Dan Whitney.

Chuck adjourned the meeting at 1:30 A.M.
on Sunday morning, October 10, 1979.
RONALD V. MAY, Secretary
CO~MITTEE ~INUTES

-

December a, 1979
Escondido. CA

At 19:30 A.M. Chuck James opened the
meeting. Minutes of the October 19, 1979,
meeting were not available for review.
Treasurer's Report--not available. Nancy
Walter wou·ld act as proxy for Jane Gothold,
who was unable to attend.

Paul Chace moved that the Exe cu ti ve
Committee authorize $150 to purchase file
cabinets to better organize and preserve
our records. Susan,Chapman explained how
badly the files were needed. After much
discussion, concensus was that she weed
out the files to keep only one copy.
Currently we have no, files. Chuck sugg
suggested a shelf, manilla envelopes, and
cardboard boxes. Chapman agreed this would
get things started. Chester suggested we
allocate funds for cardboard file boxes
and then there was a debate over the
acceptability of this material. Chuck
James noted that Chace's motion died for
lack of a second and suggested someone
move to allocate $75 for the cardboard
file cabinets. Ron May so moved and
Chester King seconded. Vote: Unanimous.

•

Chuck said that the next meeting is to
be in San Diego on December 8, 1979, at
10:00 A.M. and drafted Ron May to find a
suitable place. Chuck noted that the issue
of Point Conception would be a topic on that
agenda.

Chuck then introduced Mr. Steve Amundson,
who represents the SCA in the suit whieh
Dr~ Gary Stickel _had filed against SCA,
Scientific Applications, Inc., and other
parties. Steve announced that SCA has
served a demurrer upon Stick el' s attorneys
and a hearing was scheduled for Janu•ry. He
reiterated that it is SCA's stance to publish
a tlatification, not a retraction. It
appeared that Dr. Stickel will settle for a
clarification and drop the SCA from his suit
against SA! and the others. Steve went on
to further explain threatened litigation
against SCA by Dr. Tartaglia. Steve explained
that he sent a letter detailing SCA's stance
that no libelous statements have been made
and that SCA is prepared to defend that stand.
Nancy Walter said that she wished the clarification to be read aloud, and added that she
is concerned that this document might impair
the other parties' defenses. There was considerable discussion but no action was taken
and Nancy was given a copy to read. Paul

P6int Conception--Chester brought up
this issue. Ron May read the August 26,
1979, minutes on this issue and it was
concluded that no course of action has
been moved or directed. No motions were
made to change this status.
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Chace moved and Russ Kaldenberg seconded that
we accept and publish the clarification. Ron
May then asked the Executive Committee and
attorneys present whether or not SCA members
have constitutional rights to move for
investigations of matters which concern us
or need cl ari fi cation as to the right or
wrong of actions of archaeologists or agencies.
It was pointed out that the plaintiff was not
the subject of consideration in the Newsletter
puolication of minutes under complaint;
rather, it was an agency responsible for many
archaeological sites. Chuck James called for
the question. Vote: Unanimous.
Steve volunteered to contact the plaintiff's
attorneys and make sure that Marcia-Wire would
publish the clarification in the Newsletter.
(Ed.: See Dec. 1979 SCA News letter, Vol. 13,
No. 5/6, pages 1 and 10).
Chuck then turned to the assembly and
thanked all those members who were at Long
Beach for keeping ~ith the SCA and apologized
for not being able to allow discussion at
that ti me.
Chuck then opened the discussion to
anything which might have concerned SCA
General Counsel, Dr. Dan Whitney.
Dr. Whitney brought to the attention of
the Exec. Committee a suit by Marcel, Philpot
and Brian against the Federal Government in
their utilization of San Clemente Island as
a bombing range and U.S. Navy base . .The suit
seeks to enjoin the government from any activity until an EIS is conducte·d and an inventory of all biological and a rchaeol ogi cal
resources has been conducted and assessed.
This group wished to have SCA join as a
co-plaintiff. On the preceding night, Dec.
7, 1979, the Archaeological Resource Management S.ociety voted to join the suit. Dr.
Whitney noted that Mike Axford of Mesa College
is inventorying the island and might be
unhappy if the suit were filed. There was
general discussion; most of those present
did not know much about what Axford was
doing out there, but there was a concensus
that work with the Navy constitutes a
"permit" and is the same as an Antiquities
Permit. No one knew what Axford's research
design looked like, but it was generally
agreed that such a suit was not intended to
be a hostile act toward Mike Axford or his
work. Dr. Whitney specified that there is
evidence that the Navy allowed Boy Scouts
to camp on the island and that due to a
lack of adequate control the scouts may have
hunted artifacts and sold them on the main1and.
It was added that the American
Indian Movement had joined the suit. SCA
~aj coptacted to join the suit to stem the
tide of pot-hunting and building of Navy
facilities on significant archaeological
sites. It was also noted that the Navy was
under a court order to allow a group to
visit the island, at a cost of $200 per
person. Ron May asked if any of the sites
found by Axford had been recorded with the
Region al Offices/District Clearinghouses.
Nancy Walter and Chris White stated that
neither UCLA nor San Di~go State University
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had received site records. This touched off
a discussion of how any federal agency could
review EIS's or EAR's adequately without
recorded site data. Dr. Whitney stated that
the Navy will not tell the plaintiffs anything and that Axford has been instructed by
the Navy to honor the silence.

•

Chuck James noted that we were digressing
from the original request to join the suit.
Dr. Whitney passed around a copy of the
amended complaint and read passages which
focus upon damage of sites as a result of
bombing and continued Navy activities. It
was generally agreed that any entering of
this issue does not relate to Axford or Mesa
College, but would merely be an attempt to
get the Navy to follow regulations and
Federal law. Chuck announced that he must
abstain as a federal employee and Linda King
would take over the meeting. Ron May
moved and Russ Kaldenberg seconded to
involve the SCA as a co-plaintiff. Dr.
Whitney said he would keep track of his time
and keep it within the agreement. Vote: 5
in favor (Kaldenberg, King, King, May,
Walter); 2 abstentions (James and Chace).
Linda then adjourned the meeting at 12:10
for lunch; Chuck reopened the meeting at
12:40 and thanked Phyllis and Paul Chace for
lunch .
Dr. Whitney explained that he had checked
with the American Anthropological Association
on insurance and found that they have officer
insurance wh-ich protects them from libel and
meetings from injury, which also includes
fiduciary duties. Chuck asked the cost.
Paul Chace added that Glenn Cummins quoted
the same coverage as $298 per year, but it
might not be fiduciary. He volunteered to
look further into the matter.
Point Conception--Chester King explained
that there is a Memorandum of Agreement (MoA)
which only has the signatures of the
Advisory Council.
King believed that the
Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (FERC)
and the State Historic Preservation Office
(SHPO) ought to have signed it but did not,
and thus SHPO does not recognize the MoA
as a legal document. He added that there
has been a great deal of secrecy in the
project and that the Public Utilities
Commission (PUC) needs to be forced to
comply with the MoA at a minimum. There
was fear that sites have already been
destroyed due to poor interpretations of
utility consultants and lack of community
input. King pointed out that while Dr.
David Van Horn and Dr. William Clewlow
were working on the project there was no
determination of the effects of the seismic
trenching and it has since been bulldozed;
King suspects that there was a significant
site where the trenches now exist. King
explained that there is no information
flowing to the Native Americans nor to the
archaeological community. King finally
added that there are rumored meetings in
the near future and urged that the SCA app
appoint Steve Craig to investigate the
situation for the Executive Committee.

•
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(12/8/79 EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE MINUTES, cont.)
King stated that the people from the Indian
Center have asked the SCA to· consider a
suit to force FERC to comply with Federal
regulations. The Indian Center or similar
groups will sue the Advisory Council for
not caring for religious values, he noted,
but no one is caring for the archaeological
resources at this time. He suggested the
SCA ought to consider joining the Native
American Rights Fund to force compliance.
Steve Craig offered to send all the data
to the SCA .. Chuck James asked if there
would be enough impartiality in the data
collection. Steve stated that he had no
problem with someone else doing it and
suggested Dr. Mike Glassow. Chuck-suggested
that Glassow and Craig look into it.
Russ Kaldenberg noted that MoA's are
actually not mandatory, but used as discretionary and advisory documents. Craig
noted that SHPO said this as well, but he
was not too certain how binding it would
be. Kaldenberg suggested that the SCA
apply pressure to SHPO and the Advisory
Council to work i t out. Ron May stated
that if they are not complying, perhaps
SCA could file a writ of ma~damus. Dr.
Whitney agreed buta<fcleo that much more
information is needed. May suggested
that Craig send the data to Dr. Whitney.
Kaldenberg asked for the names of the SHPO
and FERC archaeologists and said he would
call them. There was a general agreement
that there was a great deal of covering
of the issue by some unknown party. Chuck
suggested a committee of Steve Craig, Mike
Glassow, and Russ Kaldenberg to investigate and advise the SCA; he added Linda
King and Chester King. Ron May so moved
and Russ Kaldenberg seconded. It was
noted that this official action would
put the PUC on notice that SCA is
concerned. Vote: Unanimous.

Ron May left at 2:15 P.M. and Russ
Kaldenberg took over the minutes. Chris
White served as proxy for Ron May.

New Melones--Chuck cited correspondence
from Mike Glassow. A transfer of power
occurred on Nob. 28, 1979, from the Corps
of Engineers to Inter-Agency Archaeological
Services. Paul Chace agreed that the letter
was good, but one with the SCA letterhead
rather than UCSB was needed to reiterate
our concerns.· Chuck agreed and said·we
could send a copy to Mike Glassow. He
then asked for any other ideas. Pau1
Chace suggested that the SCA send a letter
to Secretary of the Interior Cecil Andrus
urging him to obtain the additional $2
million. He added that a copy to the Los
Angeles Times and the Sactl~e~t6 Bee would
not hurt. He also thought we ought to add
the 8 concerns of the SCA report.
Budget--No report since Jane Gothold
was not present.
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than 2 grams; not spears or dart points) were
left out and that was only because it would
seem foolish to prosecute a person on a
felony for picking up arrowpoints. These
artifacts can be protected under other
statutes as misdemeanors or petty offenses.
It has been agreed that if anything was ever
dug on federal 1 and it was never lawful, and
thus is covered by the ARPA. It was clear
that pot-hunting is a large-scale operation
along with drug smuggling and that the
federal government is ready to deal with it
as they would any other federal property.
He added that the loss of arrowheads was a
compromise to keep the felony and ci vi_l
status. Damages gained in ci vi·l actions
could mean reparations of damaged lands.
The worst part of the law ·is the 100-year
clause and i t was generally felt that this
is still covered by other laws, including
interstate trafficking in collections
transported across jurisdictions, including
state to federal property. He noted that
the law is exempt from 106, as ~xpertise can
be found in other agencies and there is no
need to run everything through the Advisory
Council. However, any requests to excavate
on National Register Sites would need to be
run through the Advisory Counci 1. Chuck
added that any equipment confiscated for
violation of the law will be impounded and
forfeited (bulldozers, helicopters, trucks,
etc.) There wi 11 al so be a $500 reward for
the arrest and conviction of any violators.

Archaeological Resources Protection Act
of 1979, P.L. 96-9~-.,...Chuckattended a
meeting in Albuquerque with the U.S. Attorney
Generals from NM, AZ, and other states and
reported that they are very excieted about
enforcing this la'!I. The seminar was com-.
prised of numerous law enforcement officials.
Only arrowheads (defined as anything less
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Nancy Walter then went over the District
7 report on the CUltUtal ·Re,6Ur~• Management
· Otdi~a~c• for Los Angeles. She cautioned
that there may be problems with the Native
American segments. Nancy wants the SCA to
write letters with comments. Chuck asked
the Southern California Vice-President to
comment in conjunction with his comments.
This should be done soon.
Chuck then discussed the Archaeological
Ctin,etvancy which is similar to the Nature
·conservancy. Dr. Steve LeBlanc from the
University of New Mexico is in charge and
will be pursuing data on sites to be bought
for the public trust. Sites must be of
national significance. and can be anywhere
in the United States. Paul Chace questioned
the role of the agency in places like coastal
California where local governments will not
be likely to be anxious to lose them from
the tax rolls. The Archaeological Conservancy
would want to be involved in the primary
negotiations, but they do not want to come
in later due to excessive demands. They want
to see a judicious use of the site--perhaps
a 50-year use, and a conservation mode of use.
1980 SCA Annual Meeting in Reddin~--Russ
Kaldenberg discussed the trip to Redding
and said Amtrak would be $49 from Los Angeles,
would leave at 10 in the morning and arrive
in Redding at 1:30 A.M. Chuck noted that
there was a potential for a 1981 meeting in
SaP Diego with the Society for American

(12/8/79 EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE MINUTES, cont.)

Archaeology. Chuck thought that San Diego
might be fairly well burnt out after all the
SWAA and SAA meetings in San Diego. Steve
Craig volunteered Santa Barbara. Paul Chace
said that it would be an uphill battle to
go against the SAA. Linda King said she
would write to the SAA and see if they
would be interested in a joint meeting.
Nomination Committee--Chuck indicated
that John Foster, Steve Horne, Chris White,
and Nancy Walter were appointed. January 15
was the deadline. Paul Chace moved to
nominate these people and Russ Kaldenberg
seconded. Vote: Unanimous.
Nancy Walter then moved on to problems
in District 7. She _explained that she must
spend 40-50 hours a week on the Los Angeles
Historical Commission, which does not free
up time for the District 7 duties. She
noted that there have been problems with
the misuse of the maps. She pondered
whether or not she could get the City to
contract with District 7 for 4 hours a
week to review permits. She was concerned
about whether she ouqht to contract with
herself. Paul thought that she ought to
be contracted as an individual, but Chuck
disagreed in that the City would make no
distinction between Nancy Walter and the
SCA.
Chuck then moved on to a problem in
which a teacher considers himself a
Chumash and Mayan art expert, but in
fact normally teaches another course.
The concern is that he may be requested
to make judgments on Chumash rock art
sites. Chuck suggested that the local
people take care of it.

people to know that there is now a drug available to treat the disease.
Paul C~ace then brought up the fact that
the Business Office is swamped and not operating at full caoacity. He noted that we need
a Membership chairman. After several attempts
to get someone in the room to volunteer, Chuck
stated that he would get in touch with Ron May
and see if we can get a handle on it. Chuck
noted that Sue Chapman needs a "core time" at
the Business Office and agreed that we need
to keep up with the membership list. Paul
added that we need to push the Ethics through
the Newsletter.
Che~ter King offered his house for the
February board meeting. Paul Chace suggested
Fullerton. Paul was worried about being able
to fly to an airport. Ron May should contact
Sue Chapman to make certain that she would be
there. Chuck announced that the next board
meeting would be at Chester's place in
Topanga Canyon on February 9, 1980. Chester
will make a map.

The meeting was adjourned at 4:25 P.M.
Kaldenberg moved and Chester King seconded
adjournment. Vote: Unanimous. Chuck thanked
Phyllis and Paul for their hospitality.
RONALD V. MAY, Secretary and
RUSSELL KALDENBERG, Southern V.P,
(TELLICO BOONDOGGLE, cont. from page V1)

decide the way they want them. They don't
comply; they never have complied; and as it
turns out at Tellico, they never have to.'"
Anderson sees flooding of the ancient
Cherokee capital of Chota and thousands of
burial places and sacred sites as a "particularly rank example of official lawlessness
running roughshod over rights guaranteed in
the statute books", despite the Native American
Religious Freedom Act.

Rick Wessel then brought up the
problem of Bell Canyon, which contains
9 sites. The State had bought the
property for a freeway but now wants to
sell the land. The property is now in
escrow. He promised to get something
together for the Newsletter. He is
concerned that Caltrans is not cooperating.
Paul Chace and Steve Craig discussed the
possibility of the Archaeological
Conservancy purchasing the property.
Craig indicated that an injunction might
be sought. The Native American Heritage
Commission has not responded to this
problem yet. Craig mentioned the
Environmental Defense Center as a possible
legal relief.

•
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"TVA's bureaucrats also shrugged off the
Historical Preservations Act, refusing to file
a comprehensive plan for studying the site
before flooding, as required by law. As a
result, a uniquely valuable archeological treasure--which provides an unbroken record of
human habitation going back 12,000 years-will go down the drain.
"'First, they argued they were not a
federal agency, so they didn't have to comply,'
said Bennie Keel, chief of the Interior flepartment's Interagency Archeological Services.'Then,
they said, "Well, we were authorized before the
act went into effect." Neither of those worked,
so they went to Congress and got exempted. It's
clear to me they never intended to comply with
the spirit and intent of the law.'

Chris White discussed a Native Ame~ican
Observer Training Program. He asked i f
i t would be agreeable for them to present
a paper at the SCA Annual Meeting. Chuck
thought it would be fine.
Orton Knutson then reported that the
Valley Fever Committee is writing a new
br0chure and that a number of letters to
medical author,ities have been written.
Dave Hanna indicated that Cal-OSHA will
take and send samples free of charge.
There was general agreement that the SCA
should publish an updated brochure. It
was agreed that it was important for

"Once again, the demands of big money have
enabled bureaucrats to expand their paper empire
at ruinous and irreversible cost to the nation,"
Anderson concludes his article.
JACK ANDERSON
Escondido Times-Advocate
1/8/80, page B-8
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